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FOREWORD

4

This document is one of three in the Emergency,Vehicle Operation'(EVO) Curriculum;

they are:

1.' Course GuideTraining Program for Operation of Emergency Vehicles,

2. Instructor LessOn Plahs--Training Program for Operation of Emergency

Vehicles.

3. Trainee Study Guide--Training Program 'for Operation akEmergency

hicles.

These documents were prepared for the U.S. Departient of Iransporttion; Nat?

Highway Traffic Safety Administration'(NHTSA), under, contract'No, IOT7HS 4 6
.,

by INNOVATRIX Inc.,- Ingomar, PA,
. \

. ,),41

,,

, ,,r
The. NHTSA Contract Technical Manager was Dr% C. Har4ng Veigel and, nflfinal L'

months of the development effort, Mm. ,Dorothy Mcafney. Otttr OS rSohnel who

made significant contributions to tWdeuelopment, 'of this curricU ere Oo n:Aderson,

Richard Frederick, ,and.Robett Motley. ,,,theisistance of 11" of, ese indivi pals is

gratefully acknowledgee. :,. '
, ,(s /',

A V
1

Some of the others wh6 Conqibutiel tile; q and expertise Wer 'Dr:Aaron Adams,, /

CecilArnold, and Dr., G gyp Palmeepy A;,Norman Darwici, nte9a4nal Asociation
.

of Chiefs of Poli,ceLD alejlitin,41 Ational'Association of Tire. Chiefs; '-iichard

Tippy,and James Gr s h a m i h e N a t i, p l 1 afety Council; and "Harold, Rice, Pennsylvania

State Police Acade0, r.Ihde wh we have failed to mention:_. Om aereciatioif and

apologies. ,t '. ,,,,y ,4
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And, our speci1 thanks toy the 'isoli9wing pepple:

)
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Chief Patrick McCabe, McCandless Township Police.Department, who contributed

his time and allowed the INNOVATRIX staff to interview and observe his

officers while they operated their patrol and ambulance vehicles.

Fire Chief Kennelly, who assisted us in setting up observations and inter-

ifiews with several stations of the City of Pittsburgh Fire Department.

Ron Kane, our primary Pilot 'Test classrOmm instructor. Ron helped develop

the policelmaterials, taught them at the Pilot Test, and presented the

entire basic program very effectively.

Anthony Bizjak, who ably presented the fire service materials at the Pilot
. Test. Tony's knowledge of fire service vehicles and policies greatly

assisted us in developing the fire service material.

John Kinzer, who presented the ambulance materials at the Pilot Testand

loaned his company's vehicles for the range exercises.

Officer Mitchell, Spc.,Ownby, and Spc. Butler, the Huntsville Police Academy

driving instructors Who pilot-tested the new program and provided excel
lent in-vehicle instruction. They guided our fire and, ambulance range in=

5tructors and kept .a fine sense of humor through the pressure of the PillOt

Test (an accomplishment in Alabama in July).

Finally ire would like to extend our special thanks and gratitude to:

The City of Huntsville--which may have some of the firiest people in the world
and certainly has the most cooperative administrators this staff has ver
worked with.

Our Pilot Test traineeswild pitched in, learned a lot, and offered in umer-

able insights and suggestions which led to the improvement of the pr gram.

,Officer Danny Barnes, Director of the Huntsville Police 'Academy and head of

the fine Evasive Driving Program at Huntsville, Alabama, Officer Barnes

was the take-charge man who smoothed administrative matters so much that

most of them were never noticed by the staff. He not only made the Pilot

Test fun, but also became a true and lasting friend.

iv
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UNIT

'TITLE
INTRODUCTION

CONTENT

INTRODUCTION

General Procedures

The following general procedutes will be followed in each training

day:

A. Attendance.

B. Announcements.

Trainee Prerequisites

A. You are a licensed driver.

B. You are qualified to operate the general

Class of vehicle (e.g., sedan, van, truck) you will be opera-

ting for your emergency service.

You have completed the National Safety Council Defensive Driver

Training Course.

13

UNIT
I-A-1

PAGE 11111
NOTES

* * *,BEGIN MODUU 1,* * *



UNIT'

TITLE INTRODUCTION
UNIT

PAGE
1-A-2

CONTENT NOTES

YOUR TRAINEE STUDY GUI

A. YoUr Trainee Study Guide (TSG) should always be brought to
class.

Each unit is preceded by Knowledge Objectives. These tell you
.what you will be expected to know by the end of the unit.

Format

A, Left Column: The left column of the TSG contains the text and
ilTusttation.

Right Column: The right column has two purposes:

1. It provides space, to 'answer the questions printed there.

Whenever a plus Sign (+) .appears, it means that notetaking

is required.

It provides .space,to'iAe additional notes on the basis of

your instructor's presentation,

RevieW Exercises:r,The Review Exercises at the end of each

unit are meant: to determine how much you know (or' have learn

about the topics in that unit, ,

5
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UNIT

TITLE
INTRODUCTION

CONTENT

I,

ORGANIZATION OF THE CaURSE'

Part I Basic c

units in Part I are general in naturei. they are ielonfto

,members of all'emergency services, whether po,lice, fire, ambulance

or rescue.. They apply no 'matter what vehicle win be ,operated on

the job.

Part II Specialized

Th,e Part II unit covers specific service and mission-related

knowledge you will need ti know how to 'Operate your vehicle,

Part III In-Vehicle (Practical)

This third part of the-Course is devoted to practical', inrvehicle

exercises for developing your skill in operating, an EV.

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

4

+How will the groups for this

part of the course fofmed?



mrt
TITLE

DOINIT1ONS

NOTES

it

,
Itenever one of then terli appeos in the trainin it shouldi)

widerstood to mean .thek following::
tik,

4 ' 0

Emergency Mode: ,Whenc authorized. emergenCyt ehich, ,opera-i
tin with emirgency Warning,n,devices (lig* ein sire s) Icti-

vated, is" on ,a mission: involving ea (poSsibl) th atei4ng
situation.

Emergency Vehicle (iV) Any vehicle which Is le lly authori-,

zed to 'o erate, in the emergency mode. 'The, vehicle is an emer-
!, g6icy Ve icle whether or not it is Operating in the, emergen

modes,
.. 6

6.

Emergency Vehicle 0 grator: A' person'who. is authorized to ,1

drive. an emergency ehaic1e' in the emergency mode.

Emergency Service: Police and vOlunteei or salaried fire;

rescue; and ambulance personnel.

Illustrations: In' the text, ,illustrations o

1. An EV look like this6:

An- car lOok l.ik , this 'e

).3. A iiarge,,Vhicle or truck look like this:

'

4
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INTRODUCTION
1

I=A-S

1CHEDULE

8am

A

ExaMple Schedule for Emergency Vehicle Operation Training

10 11 12pm 1 2 3 5

1 Unit Unit

B

I

Unit

C

V

Unit

C

Unit

D

.
1

Unit

'E

Unit

(Modules

F

6-9)
Day 2

Unit

E

1, Ullit'F

(Modules '1-5)

I I .

Part II

Specialized

1

Part III

Classroom

1

DaY 3 Unit

G

. ,
I

Part II

Specialized

1

Part III

Range
Day 4

,

..

Part III

Range,,

1 I 1

,

Part III
,

Range
Day S

Part III

Range
,

0
ElPMINI



UNIT

TM1 SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION
UNIT

I-B-1

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives'

Module 1

By the end *of this modille:

1. Given a lit of topical areas covered by state statutes, you will be able to write a brief

description of the, statute as it relates to emergency vehicle operation.

2. Given descriptions of several situations, you will be able to identify those situations

that represent a true emergency and explain why.

Module 2

By the end of this module:

1. Given descriptions of several situations, you will be able to identify those situations that

illustrate due regard for the safety of others and those that do not.

VI

23



UNIT

TITLE
SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION UNIT

PAGE I-B-2

CONTENT

INTRODUCTION

NOTES

A. As an EV ope tor, you will have, three types of regulations to
follow: (1) otor vehicle and traffic laws enacted by the

state government, (2) local ordinances (e.g., local speed lim-
its), and (3) departmental policy about wiiat you as an EV
operator may and may not do.

It is important that you understand the following three basic
principles of EV 'operation before considering the specific

statutes which apply in your state.

1, The operators of all EVs are subject to all. traffic regu-
lations unless a specific exemption is made in the state
or local statutes. Your instructor ;171 explain exactly
what is meant by a "specific exemption."

2, fie specific exemptions made in the statutes refer to an
EV only when it is operated in the emergency mode.

Even when a specific exemption is made under the relevant
statute, ou can be held criminall and/or civill liable
for your anions s ou you 'ecome invo ve in an acci ent

where property damage, injury, or loss of life occur.

25

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

+What is meant by "specific.ex-

emption"?

101IN

26i



UPC

TITLE
SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION

UNIT

PAGE

CONTENT

STATE STATUTES ON EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION

NOTES

A. All states have statutes governing operation of emergency

vehicles. It is very important that you understand what each

of these statutes mean in relation to your operation of the

' vehicle.

Your instructor will provide you with a listing of highlights

of the statutes for your state. In addition to the statutes,

your instructor will provide you with local ordinances and de-

partmental policy, if this information is available, 'If your

instructor does not provide ,you with this information, you

should do this yourself once on the job, Do not hesitate to

ask questions and take notes as required.



SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION

CONTENT

INTERPRETING THE LAW

If You are. involved in ark, ccident where property damage, injilry,

or loss of life occurs, yo r actions will be evaluated and judged
by your superiors. Ins e cases, your actions may be judged in a

court of law. A court ill judge your actions from at least these
two aspects:

A. Was the situation a true ,emergency?

B. Did you exercise due ruard for the safety of others?

What is a True Emergency?

'A true emergency allows the EV operato o exercise those exemp-

tions to the traffic laws granted under relevant statutes. Unfor-
tunately, the definition of a true emergency is not always clear-
cut.

A. ID some situations, you will not have to decide whether or not

la given situation is a true emergency. Your instructor will

tell you about the kinds of situations that will make the

nature of the emergency clear.

B. In other situations, you alone will ,be in a position to evalu-

ate the situation and decide whether or not to exercise the ex-

emptions granted under the relevant statutes. In such cases,

you should consider the following definition of an emergency,

which has been accepted in several courts:

A situation in which there is a high probability of death or serious injury to an individual

or significa'fit property loss, and action by an EV operator may reduce the seriousness of
the situation.

NOTES

+When will you not have to de-

cide if a situation is a "true

emergency"?

29 a ak 30



UNIT

TITLE
SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION

UNIT

PAGE
I-B-5

CONTENT

Case.History

Read over the court deCision (Figure I-1) which appears on the next

page. As you read, try to figure out what it was, specifically,

that influenced the court's decision. Discussion will 'follow,

F.

31

NOTES

32



SOME 'LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE, OPERATION UNIT'

PAGE
I-B-6

CONTENT

In the case of Wood v. Morris* a police officer was transporting a

young girl with an injured arm to the hospital when he collided

With another vehicle. The collision caused additional injury to

the' child,. Although the police vehicle's siren and red light were

in operation at the time of the collision, the court foUnd him

negligent, and an appellate court affirmed that finding as' follows:

"The evidence showed that the defendant approached the in-

tersection, which he knew to be one of the main traffic

arteries of the city, at a speed of 45450 mph; that he

knew the speed limit at that place was, 25 mph; that the

street was wet with rain and was, of asphalt construction,,

wh' h'he knew makes it even more slict; that he did not

1 ap y the brakes as he approached the intersection and only

slo ed the vehicle perhaps 5 mph before entering the iin-

tersection; that he was operating the vehicle with his left

hand, while holding the siren with his right hand, being

right-handed; that the plaintiff's injuries were note of a

critically serious nature, being confined primarily to her

arm, so that she was, able to get into the automobile and

talk. The above evidence was sufficient to authorize a '.

finding of ordinary negligence on the part of the defend-

. ."
gi,

Figure I-1. Passenger in police vehicle wins

negligence case.**

*109 Ga. App, 148, 135 S.E. 2nd 484, 487 (1964).
**7

+What was it that influenced

the court's decision?

* * END OF mown 1 * *4
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SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION
UNIT

PAGE
I-B-7

CONTENT

What is Due Regard for t e Safety of :Iihere

Deciding whether an EV o erator has exercised "due regard for the

safety of others" is alwa s based on a specific set of circum-

stances. Certain principles, however, should act as guidelines

for your actions:

A. You must give enough notice of your vehicle's approach to allow

other motorists and pedestrians to clear a path and protect

themselves. If you do not give notice of the EV's approach un-

til a collision is inevitable, you have probably not satisfied

the principle of due regard for the safety of others.

In determining whether or not an EV operator was exercising

due regard in the use of signaling equipment, the courts will,

consider the following (at least):

1. Whether it was reasonably necessary to use signaling equip-

ment, under all of the circumstances.

2. Whether the signaling equipment was in fact used.

Whether the signal given was audible and/or visible to the

'other motorists or pedestrians.

Proper Of of signaling equipment does not relieve you of the

duty to otherwise exercise caution--you must never travel at a

speed that does noermit complete control of your vehicle.

Even though each situation must be judged separately, an acd

cepted definition of an act performed with "due regard" is:

A reasonably careful man, performing.similar duties and

under sirnlar circumstances, would act in the same manner.

35

NOTES

* * ! BEGIN MODULE

+How do you "give notice" of

your vehicle's approach?

,fib
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UNIT

TITLE SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION

CONTENT

A Second Case History

Read over the newspaper article (Figure 1.2) on the next

When you are finished, your instructor will ,discuss this article.

Be prepared to answer ,these two questions:

I. Does the situation appear to be a true emergency?

2. Did the EV operator exercivitdue regard for the safety o

others?

A

37

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

+True emergency?

+Due regard?

I. I

I-B-8
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TITLE SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION

CONTENT

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

I-B-10

SUMMARY

You will greatly reduce the chances of being found guilty of neg-

ligence if you follA these guidelines:

A. Be reasonably certain that a situation represents a true emer-

gency before exercising the exemptions granted in your state

statutes. You should be able to answer "yes" to the following

questions: a

1. Is there a high probability that this situation could

cause death or serious injury to an individual?

2. Is there significant property imperiled?

3. Could action on my part reduce the seriousness of the

situation?

Once you have made the decision to treat a situation as a

true emergency, remember that under all circumstances you

must exercise due regard for the safety of others.

I
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TITLE
SOME LEGAL ASPECTS 0 EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION

CONTENT

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

,\

I-B-11

ossiwwwwmgatt

Practice

Your instructor will describe some situations to you. Take notes

as he describes all of the situations. You` will want to try to

determine for each situation whether or t it is a true emergency

and whether or not it represents due regar

Situation 1:

True emergency?

Due regard?

Situation 2:

True emergency?

Due regard?

Situation 3:

True emergency?

Due regard?

4

* * END OF MODULE 2 * *
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SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION
UNIT

PAGE
IB12 611

Review Exercises

For each of the topical areas listed below, write a brief description of the. relevant

points of your state statute.

a. Proceeding past red lights and stop signajs:.

b. Violating traffic flow and turn regulations:

'c, Parking at the scene of an emergency:

2. From the information available, which of the following, situations should be treated'as

a true emergency by an EV operator? Explain why.

a. Three-car collision, injuries (severity unknoW. No other EVs at the scene.

True emergency (yes or no)?

Why?

4 C,
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b. The dispatcher reports that a dog,' possibly rabid, is threatening children in a larby

fteighborhood.

True emergency (yes or no)?

Why?

c, The dispatcher reports that a man phoned, requestinvaid. He thinks his son may have

broken his ankle; there is some pain and swelling.

True emergency (yes or no)?

,Why?

3, From the information available, which .of the following situations seem to represent "due

regard for the safety of others" and which do not? Why?

a, An EV operator, enroute to a true emergency, traveling 70 mph on an asphalt road in

the rain (posted limit is 45 mph).

Due regard (yes or no)?

Why?

4?
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b: Proceeding through a red light, after slowing to 10 mph when returning to the station

at the end of a run. ,

Dde'regard (yes no)?

Why?

c. Traveling the wrong way down a one-way street, while enroute to a

fire at a large apartment complex, using all signaling equipment.

Due regard (yes or no)?

Why?

49
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T

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives'

Module 1

By the end of this module:

1. You will.be able to state two advantages of careful route preselection.

2. You will be able to list three examples of the kinds of facilities whose location could be

essential to route planning.

UNIT

PAGE I-C-1

4

Module 2

By the end of this module:

n a ljst of several statements relating to communications techniques and procedures,

11 bt able to identify which are correct,

2. You will be able'to state the three items of information that must be obtained from the

dispatcher before responding to an emergency call.
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SELECTING ROUTES

Advantages of Preselecting Routes

A, Travel time can'be cut to a minimum, and this can mean savings

in life, injury, and property damage,

Effective route selection can minimize the amount of "accident

exposure" by minimizing the likelihood of being in accident-

likely areas at accident-likely times (e.g., busy intersections

at rush hour).

Effective route preselection will allow you to devote more of

your attention to the actual driving tasks once the vehicle is

underway.

Factors to Be Considered

Before you can select a route to travel you must consider four im-

portant factors:

A. Location of Facilities (and their entrances and exits). Many

emergency runs will be made to facilitiesthat house large

numbers of people. Being familiar with the exact location of

such facilities and their entrances and exits will help save

time. Try to think of some of the kinds of facilities that

could be important to your route planning/selection.

Events Affecting Traffic Flow, Traffic conditions scan have

considerable impact on the length of time it takes to respond

to an emergency call or the length of time it takes to trans-

port a patient to an emergency care facility. Try to think of

some of the kinds of events that are likely to tie-up (or slow

down) traffic.

NOTES

* BEGIN MODULE 1 * k

+Kinds of facilities:

+Events that could tie-up traf-

fic:

5 04
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Characteristics of Local Roads and Streets. Once you have

been on the job, or a while, you will begin to develop a "men-

tal map" of your territory. Since some conditions constantly

change, however, it is important to have up-to-date maps both

at the base and in the vehicle. These maps can then be refer-

red to when there is a need. Even the most experienced EV

operator cannot remember everything all of the time. What

kinds of information that is necessary for 'route selection

can be found on detailed maps?

Road Conditions. This kind of information is likely to change

'WI from month to month, in some cases, almost day to day, This.

is another area where you want to make a special effort to

keep yourself informed; some of this information can be noted

on your maps. What are some of the kinds of road conditions

tthat can have an impact on route selection?

Kinds of information on maps:

+What can be added to-maps to

make them more useful?

+Kinds of road conditions that

can have an impact on route.

selection:

,'
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Summary

A. Effective route selection can reduce the time required to ar-

rive at the scene of an emergency or to transport a patient to

a medical facility.

B. Effective route selection can rinimize "accOnt exposure" by

minimizing the likeliho of being in acci t-likely areas

at accident-likely times.

Effective route selection will allow you to devote your atten-

tion to the actual driving tasks once the vehicle is underway.

Practice

our instructor will provide you with a copy of a local map and a

st of conditions that could have an affect on your route selec-

tion. Read the conditions and look over the map carefully. Be

prepared to present your route selection to the class, if called

on. On the basis of the class disCussion, can you make some con-

clusions about route selection?

+Concluitions about' route selec-

tion:

* * END OF MODULE 1 * *

f111'.
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REPORTING EMERNCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS

I

Introduction

As an EV operator, you will make both routine and mission-related

communications.

To do this, you will use the in-vehicle communications equip-

ment to communicate with the station or dispatcher.

There are standard, recognized codes (such as 10-codes) and

communications techniques that facilitate emergency communi,

cations. Turn to the4next page to see an exam* of 10-codes

(Figure 1-3). ti

General techniques for communications.

J

c.

,

1. Be brief and concise.-;don!tlie 'up the Air-waves with need-

lessly
, ,

lessly wordy messages. ' ,' ; '.
. ,

C
5 i'

, .s, ,) , I,

2, If codes are used in ybur 1!5cile,--ute the
,

r9q

3. Weigh the uigency f CommunacAtOfis againIst the 0,iff)cuAy
I

of'the drivillg r uireleAt, joi:exa104 when driving on.

AnfamiliatIvrbad ich iare,it p rtondition, itloulld,be',

unwise toitake hand a:title, s ee*ng whe,e1 to Old a
)

,

micropholi.,
, ,--

avoid t'4. Drop mike iat lap, 1

ing wheel, \,

S. Have your p tier cqduct communications 'whew r:ppsibg.

if , I

+1'

6. Finish ComtunicatAsiefore starfIngtruk when. psSible
., 4t

Pb 1

the'xord'in th e steer-

NOTES

*.* * BEGIN MODULE 2 * * *

A

+What is thOrprimgy goalt of

'good comunicatts tec4iques?

Are codes usel

)'

+Ohatskind

$

ay ?

04,
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10-1 Signal Weak

10.2 Signal Good

10-3 IlStop Transmitting

10.4 Affirmative (OK)

10.5 Relay (To)

10-6 Busy

10.7 Out of Service

10-8 In Service

(10-9 b Say'Again (Repeat)

10-10 Negative

10.11 On Duty

10.12 Stand By (Stop)

ik 10.13 Existing Co

10.14 Message/In

10-15 Message Deli red

10.16 Reply to Message

10.17 Enroute

10.18 Urgenti (Quickly)

10-19 (In) Contact

10-20 Location

10-21

10-22

10-23

10-24

10

10-26

*5

29

10-30

10-31

10-32

10-33

10-34

10-35

10-36,

10-37

10-38

10-39

Call ( ) by Phone

Disregard

Arrived at Scene

Assignment Completed

Report to (meet)

Estimated Arrival Time

License/Permit Information

Ownership Information

Records Check

Danger/Caution

Pick-Up

Units Needed (Specify)

Help Me Quick (Emergency)

Time

-teserved-

-Reserved-

-Reserved-

-Reserved-

-Reserved-

Figure 1-3, Official List of Ten-Codes.*
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CONTENT NOTES

Routine Communications

A. You should always inform the dispatcher whenever you will be

leaving the vehicle, The only exception to this rule is if

yoli have a partner and he will remain in the vehicle. Some

reasons for this rule:

1. It could saveyour life (if you become involved in a dan-

gerous situation, the dispatcher can send aid--if he knows

where you are).

2. It could save time, which could be critical to another em-

ergency situation. If the dispatcher knows you are not

in the vehicle, lid will not waste time trying to contact

you.

You should report your arrival at a destination to the dis-

patcher or station. This gives you an opportunity to:

1. Ask the dispatcher to alert any other organizations whose

services may be needed (e.g., hospital, highway maintenance

department, other EVs).

2. Receive information that might cause you to alter your

next destination or route.

3. Notify the dispatcher that you will be away from the vehi-

cle and may not be available for communications.

You should inform the dispatcher of any major condition which

is likely to cause a disruption in emergency service, or ones

that other EVs are not likely to know about.

63 64
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Practice

Your instructor will describe several conditions or situations.
Try to determine whether or not that condition should be reported
to the dispatcher, and the reason why.

Mission-Related Communications

A. There are three items of information that must be obtained for
every call:

1. Description of emergency.

2.. Address (location) and other identifiers.

3. Indication of priority.

Other information that might be obtained (depending on the
type of call):

v.

1. Is the roadway blocked?

2. Are there any other EVs on the way or on the scene?

3. Are any hazardous materials involved (e.g., gasoline
spillage)?

Practice

Your instructor will "transmit" (read) some radio messages to you.
Listen carefully to determine if you have been given all of the
information you need to begin an emergency run. If you have not
been given all of the

necessary information, note what is missing.

+Condition 1:

+Condition 2:

+Concution 3:

+Condition 4:

+Why might these items of in-

formation be important?

+Message 1:

+Message 2:

+Message 3:

* * END OF MODULE 2 * *

ti
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Review Exercises

1, List two advantages of careful route planning,

2. List three examples of the kinds of facilities whose location ,could be essential to

route planning.

3. Indicate which of the following statements are true and which are false:

a. All communications with the dispatcher should be conducted using

10-codesi

b. Communications should be completed before starting a run, if

possible.

c. The EV operator should always inform the dispatcher if he will

be leaving the vehicle.

67
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4 a second crew member is .present, he
shopld conduct coiriluAi-

rations,

e. The microphone should always be placed on its clamp by the re-,
ceiver as soon as communications are ended.

T F

4, List three items of information that must be obtained from the dispatcher before respondingto any emergency call.

I
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Trainees' Knowledge Objectives

Module 1

By the end of this :Module:

1. Given a list of several statements relating to vehicle inspection and maintenance, you

will be able to identify those statements that are correct.

,

2. Given a list of vehicle components, you will be able to list two indic rs (symptoms)

of problem/malfunction for each.

Module 2

By the end of this module:

i. You will know the criteria for proper adjustment of:

a. Seat p(sition.

b. Head. restraint.

c. Lap belt.

d. Shoulder harness.

e. All mirrors,

71
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Module 3

By the end of this module:

,

1!
4 ,N'

',.

Tiainees'. ,owled e,0 et va cont lied

Y

1. Given a copy of the,Inspectian Checklist, you will(be able t)erform a thorough in-
spection of a motor vehicle, and correctly identify any symptoms of malfunctions or
items requiring repair.

2. You will be able to perform minor maintenance tasks if they are required on your job.

3. You will be able to demonstrate proper adjustment of:

a: Seat position.

b. Head restraint.

c. Lap belt.
10

d. Shouldetharness.

e. All mirrors.

73
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Introduction

A. Many accidents are caused by vehicle malfunction. Most, if

not all, of these accidents could be prevented by a five-

minute, routine physical and visual inspection of the'EV at

the beginning of every shift.

In the final analysis, resporhibility for the mechanical safe-

ty of the vehicle will rest with you, the operator. You must

protect yourself, and the motoring publiC from the hazard of

an unsafe vehicle. One way to do this is to routinely per-

, form a thorough inspection at the start of your shift.

Major Components of a Vehicle

A basic understanding of how vehicle components work will help

you make a thorough inspection of your EV. Look at the Vehicle

Components Chart beginning on the next page. Follow along as your

instructor explains the components.

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

+What are your four major in-

speition responsibilities?

1.

Vehicle Components Chart Note:
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Braking System

Drum Brakes

'DOc Brakes

Vehicle Components

Pressure on brake pedal causes fluid or air to flow into brake cy-
linder. Cylinder moves brake shoe outwa,d against brake drum
(inner surface of metal wheel). This pressure of shoe against drum
causes wheel to slow and stop.

A disc brake consists of a rotor and caliper ass6bly. The rotor
is the disc. It is attached to the wheel axle. When the brake
pedal is depressed, a hydraulic piston in the caliper causes the
caliper to squeeze together, bringing a pair of brake shoes into
contact with the rotor. The friction of the opposing brake pads
as they squeeze the rotor slows the rotor rotation and causes the
wheel to slow and stop.

Ulote
1.1410

eke
stuff

'Poo iell1006i.

4

AM.

78)
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Engine (gasoline)

Carburetor

Combustion Chambers

Pistons

Crankshaft

Camshaft

Engine (diesel)

Combustion Chambers

Pistons

Crankshaft

Transmission and Drive-

shaft

41

Ciitch Pedal

Steering Assembly

Electrical System

Generator

Alternator

BatAgy

Vehicle Components (Continued)

Takes fuel in gas tank, mixes it with air in carburetor. Mixture is

fed into combustion chamber where it is igni ed by spark plugs. The

exploding mixture causes pistons to move. T e motion of the pistons

causes the crankshaft to turn. The rotatin crankshaft connects the

final power from the engine to the 00ansmission. The power is then

carried to the driveshaft, the differOtial, the rear axles, and the

rear wheels.

High compression of air charge in cylinder creates great heat, Fuel

charge is injected into cylinder and is ignited by hot air, The ex-

ploding mixture causes pistons to, move. The motion of the pistons

causes crankshaft to turn,

A system of,gears which allows you to change the r- io of number of'

Ill
engine revolutions" to number of wheel revolutions. r example, in

low gear, the engine might turn 100 times for one w 1 turn. In a

higher gear, the engine might turn ten 'times for one wheel turn. The

driveshaft connects the transmission to the rear wheels, making them

turn.

X

r.

When depressed, disconnects engine from transmission so you can change

transmission gears.

Steering wheel and col* connects to gears and linkage mechanism

which changes direction of front wheels.

Supplies power for primary and auxiliky functions
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Vehicle Components (Continued)

Primary

Functions:
Power generation and storage (battery, generator/alternator, and
Voltage xegulator).

Power distribution (engine wiring).

Timing (distributor).

Spark generation (spark plugs and coil

Auxiliary

Functions:

Suspension

(

).

Inside/outside lighting (headlights, amber/red/blue signal or warning
lights, turn signals, instrument panel lights, etc.).
Air/heat circulation (heater, defroster, blowers).
Horn, siren, PA system.

Springs, shock absorbers, wheels, and tires which enable the driver to
handle the vehicle properly on rough terrain and sharp curves, etc.
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The Physical and Visual 16pection

A P.'

M, The insAction 100idureresenlid' ilthis unit makes use of

a checklist. Ge#ally, it willqake only a dew minutes to

4 perform this inspection. Twol gs t,n r m er abqut making

asvehicle inspection are:

You should inspect the vehiclo.'When

2, You should inspect the ve4410t,,i, ,time when interrup

tions are unlikely., prefe0,1, ,a;.t.th beginning of yOur
N r4

shift,
d"

The checklist istvided TheseJive parts

fepresent,five'spearit0"evf4t.s140t:Omplislieiduring

the inspordon, kMach s*ti*.i0iiipent4id'dehrves con-

sideratiot Youkinstruct04,41:64giain el five "eVents"

antrtheii*rposef,it more da4

Why?

Event #1:

Purpose:

Evelit 02:

Purpose:

Event.03:

Purpose:,

Event #4:

Purpose:

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

Event #5i

Purpose:

I-D-7
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.1

4
EMERGENCY VEHICLE INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Vehicle Identifitation No.:

APPROACH Vehicle Attitude
VEHICLE

CIRCLE
VEHICLE

UNDER
HOOD

Fluids:

ENTER
VEHICLE

Remarks:

;OK

Headlights

Running Lights
1,

'Brake Lights
k 4

AFour-Way Flasher

Tires

Doors

Remarks:

Hoses

Date: Time:

Location:

FIX

Body Damage
4

OK FIX

0

Beacon

Filod

Body

Wheeas

Windshield

*Radiator

Windshield

Battery

Remarks:

Cleanliness

Gas Gauge

Alternator

Temperature

Windshield Wipers

Inner Mirrors

Outer Mirrors

Oil Pressure

eat Adjustilent

Wks:
- -

El

El

Belts

Oil

Hydraulic'

Steering/Brake

Interior Lights

Seal Belt r=300

Brake, Indicator

Air Pressure 0
Turn Signals'

Communications 0
Siren/Audibles El

PA System 0

-7 .

VEHICLE. Steering /Smoothness

Unusual Noises

Remarks:

IN MOTION ,

Brakes'

SusperKon

OK
*SidiataT musthe cool to avoid injury and to make accurate inspection.

c.
Figure 41'.0, Inspection Clieckl,ist

8
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EN GU-on.

DIPsTICK,

BATrpiy,

ADD, I Plur O , +FULL

,h1

. -
_1)-,51, Engine Comndnents
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MAINTENANCE OF' THE EMERGENCY'VEHICLE,

A. Obviously, your safety is' dependent on thondition of your
EV. A vehicle, in excellent condition will have fewer malfunc-
tions, and in many cases will be easier to control ,Part of'
your job ii to:

1., Perform any min' mainten *nce /repair you Are required
(and competent) to perform. Your instructor will tell
you, specifically, what kinds of things you are expected
to adjust] repair.

, ?

Z. Schedule maintenance, or notify those responsible for
scheduling maintenance that maintenance is required.

3. Recheck the vehicle after corrective maintenance/repair
hasbeen performed to ensure the problem has been
corrected,

Regardless of the 44Ttmentil
structure that has been set up

for having
maintenance/J4iir.perfOrmed, it 4 your respon-

sibility to see that *is formed.

I
Key Indicator Chart

The ,Key Indicator Char Owing page I-D-11. Your
inst.ructo xplakn w he f ,9.1umn headings mean. You,

W at kinds of maintenance are

u required to perform?

4

+Whom should you notify,about

maintenance or repai0i

should ognize all of the ke4dicators--in
many cases

theyitnea dace ,between a safe fellt and an unsafe one.

+What is 'a "key indicator?

s\d

.1,

* * END OF MODULE 1.* *
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(

KEY INDICATOR CHART

""p
ITEM '

. t

t, . .'

'. - KEY INDICATOR
. .

, UNSAFE FOR

EMERGENCY OPERATION
1

,

OPERATOR

MAINTENANCE

APPROACH VEHI&E

Attitude,Attitude,,
-Springs, torsion bars, tires

,s

igY ; ,' ..

'

'Vehicle lists, sags to one side, slants.

Dents or other damage.

Oil on quarter panel.

Ill

Light does not go on; dirty lenses; cracked ,lenses;

lights noticeably dim.

.

Tread-wear indicator visible, uneven tread wear.

Breaks, cracks, bubbles.

Does not meet vehicle manufacturer's specifications.

1

,

0

0

0

li

.

-0

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
,

46.

.

.

14$6kV
CIRCLE VEHICLE ,^;

Lights

-Emergency lights

-Head, parking, brake, back

Tires

ills

ssure

Wheels Cracked, bent rim,'e lug nuts,

DO not close squarely or totally.E!

111111b
,m6

UNDER HOOD

Fluid Levels
,

Fluid not visible in radiator.

More than one quart low.

Less than half full.

Below add mark.

Water not visible in cells.

Below add mark.

Beliw add mark. 4

Check for evidence of of or other fluid leak.

CmeckW, loose connectiotk.

4

Cracked; loose: depresses more than one inch ai

center; tight: Iltzed surface.

witw

.

air 10

0

0

El

0

al 1111

Et

OA

0

0
4 0

0

0

(3

0
Q

0

b

0

-Radiator

-Oil

-Windshield washer

-Hydraplic
,

-Battery

-Power Steering

-Mastic Transmission

Engine Block

Hoses

.

Belts
,

.,
WOW% fte .. ..m.11, ft

Figure 1-6. Key Indicator Chart
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MAO ....... WWI= OMIIIIP ..= 4.

ITEM KEY INDICATOR
UNSAFE FOR .

EMERGENCY OPERATION

OPEFATOR

MAINTENANCE

ENTER VEHICLE

milemnliness

t Belt

inlos
Display Indicators

r

\

Dirt or loose objects.

Not bolted to floor; badly frayed; will pot

adjust properly or pull out fully,

Low (below 3/4).

Low indication.

Charging excessively; discharging; light on.

Warning light 04.4kid control unit malfunction,

Warning light on; rises into danger zone.

Does not indicate proper pressure.

Fast blinker; no blinker.

Do not mike contact with windshield; do not clear

windshield property.

Fluid does not come out; fluid does not cpme out

with sufficient pressure; improperly ailed.

Cannot send or receive; channel drifts out,

Missing; will not hold adjustment. -...%-

Not audible.

Will not lock into place.

Does not wrki distorts, ,,,.

Do not IjOe'' .9'1.
,. .1

.

Will not start; stalls.

. #

i.;,

4

.

.

0

a

0
0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

d

I

.

,

6

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

lit]

0

0

0 ,

0

0

Tiand

-Oil Pressure

-Alternator/ammeter

-Brake

-Temperature

-AitPressure

Tern Signals,

Windshield Wipers `

Windshield Washers

illeznications Equiltent

NrrLler

"Siviii.

SeetAdjustiont

PA System!

....,

IntOior.1.19hts

tlentiliiiils of rdows

Nine 7

,.

VEHICLE IN'OOTION,

0
Steering.

.

a

Wheel

Grab;

Unusual

Rdugh,

4,

turns more than 1/8 turn without response;

vehicle wanders; unusual noise; jerky on turn.

pull to left or right; spongey; squealing.

noise; too bouncy, not'Siable; noticeable
, .

vibration. i
,.

uneven, hesitates; tuts out..'

'1,1

.6,,

,

.

0

0

0

0

.

,,.., 0

0

0

Brakes
,,

SuOension

Acceleration

Figure 1-6. Key Indicator

ANL
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General Procedures to I rease Trivin se.and Safet

A. Check and adjust Of necessiry) all safety equipment,

B. Start the vqicle appropriately,

C, Exercisvptecautions before moving.

Making Safety Checks and Adjustments

A. Safety belts and shoulder harnesses.

1. "Why wear them?

I

a. Passenger restraints reduce the likelihood of serious

injury or death in a collision. ).

* * * BEGIN MODULE 2 * * *

b. Restraints improve your ability to control your EV. +How can restraints improve

vehicle-control? ,

2, The proper adjustment for passenger restraints are:

a, Lap belt,shouldbe snug across the lower pelvis) not

across the stomach.

b. Shouldel:'harness should be loose enough that your fist

can fit between harness and chest.

Head restraints.

4'

1. Why use theil?

4

HeacNestraints 1101p prevent neck aid Spinal injuries.

4491111C:
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Head-tektraints can help you ;stay in poiition in a

collisioh.'.

2. Proper tdj ment for head restraints is with the center

of the rest int positioned,at the back of the,skull--NOT

at the,bas of the'neck...

)

t

G. Seat position adjustment:

1. You should be able to apply the .brake and .accelerator

withoutfully extending your legs.

2. You should be able to hold the steering wheel with only a

slight bend at t4e elbows,

3. Seat must be loCked into position.

Mirrors. The drawings on the next page illustrate the follow-

ing points:

1. Proper mirror adjustment:

a. Inside, rear -view mirror:

1) The entire rear window should be visible when your

head iS in a normal.driviAg position.

+Why is proper positioning so

important?

97
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2) A vehicle directly behind the EV should be centelp d

(approximately) in the mirror,

b. Outside, side-view mirrors:

1) The edge of your vehicle's rear fender and side

lanes should be visible,

2) Ideally, before a passing vehicle's image leaves

the rear-view mirror, it would be visible in the

side-view mirror.

2. Blind spots.

4

Start-up Procedures

A. Before starting the transmission vehicle should be in "neutral"

on manual transmissions or in "park" on automatic transmissions,

B. If your vehicle has a manual transmission, depress the clutch,

Use the manufacturer'& recommendations for setting the Choke

or using starting aids on hot or cold engine.

If ,engine sputters, or won't start right away, avoid reengaging

-starter until engine is completely stopped.

1.eg

+Where are the most dangerous

blind spots for all vehicles?

+Large vehicles have an addi-

tional blind spdt. Where?

+Why?
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Once engine is started, you will need to make a routine check

of the dash panel.

F RemeMber to release the parking brake before attempting to

move the vehicle.

Precautions Before Movin

a

is a good idea to pre-arrange a standard, audible signal

ith other crewmembers. In' this way, you can always be sure

that all crewmembers are aboard.

4more than one other person should be in the front seat or

control cab with you,'

Checl to be sure the station doors are open, and that no

astacles are in the vehicle's path,

A

+What items should' you check

,Ion the dash panel?

+What about "timers" on the

station doors?

4

* * END OF MODULE 2 * A

1W)
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PRACTICE IN INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE, AND PRE -START PROCEDURES

A. Instructor 'demonstration of inspection procedures,

B. Trainee performance of inspection procedures'.

C. Instructor demonstration of maintenance/repaif procedures (if

relevant).

Ttainee performance of maintenance/repair procedures (if

relevant),

E. Instructor demonstration of pre-start procedures,

F. Trainee performance of pre-start procedures.

I

* * * BEGIN MODULE 3 * * *

,s

* END OF MODULE 3 * *

'.
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, Review Exercises

"Answer, the following true/false questions:

1% You should inspect your vehicle once a week, at the end of a shift,

2. Loose objects ,such as paper cupg', newspapers, flashlights, etc,

should be removed from the passenger compartment or secured.

3. Springs and, shock absorbers are part of the suspension system.

4. If the gas gauge indicates below 3/4 full, it is a good idea to
have the tank filled.

S. If you are working a daylight shift, it is not necessary to have a
vehicle with a burned-out headlamp serviced.

6. When a vehicle tends to wander due to steering problems; it is safe
for emergency operation,

7. A tire with a bubble by the rim does not have to be replaced as

long as the tread-wear indicator is not showing.

If your lights are dim, the vehicle is safe for emergency operation.

9. If the vehicle swerves when you apply the brakes, it could mean that

the wheels are not braking evenly.

=we
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10, List two key indicators of problem/malfunction for each of the following items:

a, Titles'

b. Steering

J

c. Belts

d, Seat belt

e. Brakes

k
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Module 1

By the end of this module:

1. You will be abl.e to write a brief description of the following terms:

a. Velocity

b. Centrifugal force

c. Inertia

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives

d. Friction

2. You will be 'able to indicate on a drawing the effects of acceleration, deceleration, and

turning on a vehicle's weight distribution.

.3. You will h able to state the primary cause of brake fade.

11
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'INTRODUCTION

) / ', L) ..,

i

A. Whilesdriving,,yoU can- control only the velocity and dir ctibn

of the vehicle. 1i I I

:,
/ C

/

. j / s

,/ 1,
.

Velocity control is control of theAehicle's raft ;of

m?tion or speed,
p,

1

, ,

/

Uirectional control is the control of the direction the EV

will travel.

.1 f

1

B. ; *Aral physical forces influence the amount of control yoU

hive. If,the limits created by the'physical force are not ex-

cetded,.you can fully control the vehicle's velOcity and di.-

rection. If these fortes are exceeded, control' will be lost,

The la is for you to know, the conditions` ur.rder which these

limits are reached'and; thus,, when your ability to. control,the

vehicle will be lost.

/r.

* * * BEGI,N MODULE 1 * *

+What actions do you perform

,that influence the vehicle's

speed?

+What actions do you perform

that influence the vehicle's

direction?

+Think of some examples where

you could exceed the limits

and lose control.

/0MEMMEI
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MAJOR lICAL FORCES

The most important physical forcet fir EV Ontr*art

momentum and inertia, and,:centrifugai force'.

Frictitt

1J

A. What is frictioh?

p.
,

1 Friction is:the resistance to slipping.

Z. Fiiction occurs whenevei two4surfaces,"rub together.
t

Friction-occurs throughout the EV:

For vehicle control, the most:important areas of friction.

Between the tires and the road,

fietween the lirakes and, the wheels,

'Fiction between the tires and the road.

r4.

1. Ifithe'A were no ftktion between the tires and the 'road,

-the vehicle woule5lide alloVerthe place; Vehicle con-

, trol would be impossible. ,

:+

2 iThe amouO of friction between the tires and the road de';'"

ends 'on many things, of'which you can cOnirol.

a. Tire size, tread, type'', inflation; etc.
L.,

0-

+What

frit

01

'I'

+How do you'mowyhich ,

type, etc.t'is best?

1. 11
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Amount ofJolling.the Xires do. Friction is:

1) Greatest when the wheels and the vehicle are

HiTTEry.

2) Very goNw-when the wheel, is rolling on a dry,

smooth road ,surface.

,

3) Least= -when the wheel is locked or spinning.

%

Friction at the brakes.

1. Theaphoe pressing on the drums (or pads clamping the-disc)

create fkiction and slow the wheel.

2. The friction at the brake surfaces generates heat.

3. As heat increases, braking ability goes down,

4. Brale fade isone of'the worst conseqdences of heat due to

,excessive, hard braking. ,

4

116

a. When sustained (hard) braking heats up the brakes

sufficiently, the pedal-force requirements go' up

dpmatically. In extreme cases during'hard appli-
.

cation of the brakes, the'brakes may suddenly "dis-

appear." The vehicle will continue forward as if no

brakes were being applied. At best it's a scary

situation, at. worst it's deadly.

Brake, fade can occur in a variety of ways. In all

cases,, however, the cause is excessive heat.

(

+Specifically, what effect does

the heat have?
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1) Drum brakes--almost 90 percent of the total drum

surface is in contact with the brake shoe at one

time. Thus, only about 10 percent of the surface

can be cooling off at any one time: The brake

drums can heat up and expand to the point where it

is impossible for the shoes to make good contact

with the drums.

2) Disc brakes since the pad makes contact with,only

15 percent of the disc surface, about 85 percent

of the disc surface is cooling at any time. Ob-

viously, dist brake design permits more cooling

than drum brake design. Even if the disc were to

get hot, it ihually expands and makes better con-

tact with the disc pads.
'

Velocity control and friction,

1. Accelerating,

a. Spinning the wheels reduces friction, Acceleration
is slowed.

11i

+Specifically, how does brake

fade occur with disc brakes?

11 3
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b. Spinning the wheels smooths the tires. Friction be-

tween the tires and the road surface will be less in

the future,

2, Braking.

a. The shortest stopping distance is achieved by braking

so that the wheels do not lock up and skid,

b. Locking the wheels. One of the reasons locked wheels

have less friction than rolling wheels is illustrated

below_

loceE0

.0 00 00 0 Bens OF Ragit
0,0 oo on,

R6105"a

Little beads of rubber come off the locked,

skidding tires and act as ball bearings for

the vehicle to slide on.

.M!=...MMO1101.=wm,

+How can you do this?
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Chang,Og direction and friction,

1, Friction between the, tires and the road surface is required

if you are to control the EV's direction,

2. Tires must be rolling to change the EV's direction,

Momentum and Inertia

A. Momentum is the product of a vehicle's mass (weight) times

itt velocity (speed) ,

Inertia is the force that makes a moving vehicle tend to stay

in motion in the same direction.

As momentum increases, it is harder to overcome the effects

of inertia,

Momentum and inertia affect velocity control,

Momentum and inertia affect directional control,

122

+What does this tell you about

larger vehicles?

In what ways do momentum and

inertia affect velocity con-

trol?

+In what ways do momentum and

inertia affect directional

control?

123'
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Centrifugal Force

A. Centrifugal force is the force that tends to push a vehicle

that is traveling around a curve away from the center of the

turning radius.

Centrifugal force is influenced by,both speed and the radius

of the curve.

1. The higher the speed, the greater the centrifugal force.

2. The tighter the,curve,(smaller the radius), the greater

the effects of centrifugal force.

124

+What is the other physical

force that makei the vehicle

tend to 'go straight?

+Does centrifugal force increase

proportionately as speed in-

creases?

+What can )ku do on tight curves

to compensate for this in-

creased centrifugal force?

+Whch physical force helps ov-

ercome centrifugal force?,....

125)
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WEIGHT TRANSFER

Definition

A, Every time you accelerate, decelerate, or change the EV's di-
rectipn, the weight distribution of the vehicle shifts,

This shift of weight is called weight transfer,

Effective use of weight transfer is critical for safe handling

of an EV,

Effects of ChanginOelocityn Weight Transfer

126

Imagine a fulcrum under the vehicle's

center of gravity.
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If you accelerate the vehicle, it will cause a transfer of

weight.

If you decelerate or brake, it will cause a transfer of weight

li

Effects of Changing Direction on Weight Transfer

A. We are all familiar with the way a vehicle leans in a curve.

This lean, is because of increased downward force on one side of

the vehicle.

If you make a right{ hand turn it will cause a transfer of

weight.

If you make a left-hand turn it will cause a transfer of

weight.

L

+If you accelerate, where wig

toe downward force bye greatest?

you brake, where will the

downward force be greatest?

+If you make a right-hand turn,

where will the downward force

be greatest?

+If you make a left-hand turn,

where will the downward force

15e greatest?

+What are the names of these

forces that cause a vehicle to

lean to one side in a turn?

+What happens in a high-speed'

sharp right-hand turn if you

suddenly apply the brakes?
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Suspension and Weight Transfer

A. The EV's suspension' works to balance the forces, (during a change

in direction or velocity).

When changing vehicle direction,' work with the suspension,

not against it.

I

+Wilat does the suspension do

to help balance the forces?

+What can you do to work with

the suspension?

/11MMOINI

* * END OF MODULE 1 * *
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Review Exercises

1. Write a brief description of each of the following terms:

a. Velocity:

b. Centrifugal force:

c. Inertia:

.
d. Friction:

t

1,32
Al
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On the drawing below:

a. Put an "X" on the place that the downward force would be greatest if you were

accelerating through a right turn.

b. Put an "0" on the plate that the downward force would be greatest if you were

braking.

3. State the primary cause of brake fade,

134 1"
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Trainees' "Knowledge Objectives

Module 1

By the end of this module,

1. You will be able to state the purpose of emergency signaling equipment.

2. Given a list of statements relating to use of emergency signaling equipment, you will

be able to identify those statements that are correct.

Module 2

By the end of this module,

1. You will be able to state the correct wheel position for a vehicle that is parked on

a slope.

2. Given a description of a backing mishap, you will be able uto describe actions that might

have been taken to avoid the accident.,

Module 3

By the end of this module,'

1. You will be able to describe the provisions of your state's statute that deals with

motorists' responsibilities for clearing a path for emergency vehicles,

2. You will b

heavy or b

e to select the appropriate siren-use technique for negotiating through

traffic.

132
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Trainees' Knowledge Objectives (Continued)

Module 4

By the end of this module,

1. You will be able to identify the correct percentage of emergency vehicle, accidents that
occur at intersections.

2. YouPwill be able to select the approptiate, method for checking traffic before attempting
to cross an intersection.

3. You will be able to state the kind of twit (left or right) which requires a largerlap
in cross-traffic and explain why.

Module 5

By the end of this module,

1. You will be able to name the safest type of turnabout.'

2. Given three illustrations, you will be able to illustrate the correct path for a vehicle
making a U-turn.

3. Given pn illustration of each, ,you will be able to illustrate the correct path for a
vehicle making a left and a right side-road turnabout.

13
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'Irainees' Knowledge Objectives (Continued)

Module 6

By the end of this module,

1. You will be able to describe two methods of estimating following distance,

2. Given a list of several conditions, you will be able to select those that indicate

following distance should be increased.

3. Given a list of several statements relating to following distance, you will be able to

identify those that are correct.

Module 7

By the 'end of` this module', " '

1. You will be able to state two types of road configuration that indicate it is unsafe to

pass.

2. Given a list tof several conditions, you will be able to select those that would indicate

it is unsafe to pass.

Module 8

By the end of this module,

1. You will be able to give an accurate explanation of what a "Yield" sign means.

2. You will be able to select the correct siren-use technique for entering/exiting

expressways.

1E2,0

14
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Trainees' Knowledge Objectives (Continued)

Module 9

By the end of this module,

1. Given two drawings, you will be able to select the one that illustrates a properly
banked road,

2. Given a listing of several incomplete sentences relating to driving curved roads, you
will be able to insert the word that best completes the sentence.

3. Given an illustration of two vehicles' path of travel through a curve, you will be
able to select the vehicle that has chosen the safest path.

142 143
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CONTENT/STRUCTURE OF THIS UNIT

This unit, Operation, is the longest ut in the course, It

covers all aspects of thci actual operation of Emergency Vehicles,

It is structured in terms d'operating tasks,

144 4

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *
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USE OF LIGHTS Al

Levi, Aspects

CONTENT

D SIREN

e'n

A. Lights and sirens are used to ofm traffic of an EV's pre-
sence and thus, to aid in c aring a path for the EV,

0

Most state laws require the EV to use emergency signaling
equipment whenever any of the exemptions are exercised.

Use of signaling equipment doesn't guarantee operator safety,
nor does it free m from the possibility of civil of criminal
liability if a mi hap does occur.

Lights

A. The particular type and confiiuration,of
emergency lights is

set by law and local policy.

Operating prop are dependent on the type of equipment.

Some limitations to be aware of when using eergency lights:

1, Low sun or glare can greatly reduce effectiveness.

2. At night red beacons can be confused with traffic lights
and neons.

3. Lights on high EVs may pass over motorists if EV is close
to the rear of the vehicle ahead.

NOTES

+Exactly what do the laws in

this state say?

+What kinds of lights will your

vehicle be equipped with?

I

What are the operating pro-

cedures?

AM=.11IMMIN1111=1
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Siren

A. The particular type end siren options are set by law and local

policy.

Operating procedures are dependent on the type of equipment

used.

Limitations on siren usage.

1. Usually the siren sound travels forward from the vehicle

in a cone shape.

a. The higher the frequency, the narrower the cone.

b. The higher the frequency, the greater the distance

the siren can be heard.

c. The physical parameters that establish the effectiveness

of sirens are: sound level and spectral content, direct-

ivity, propagation losses, vehicle insertion loss, and,

vehicle background noise.

2. Sirens do not travel around buildings or corners very well.

3, At high speeds 'it is possible to "out run" the siren.

4. Even at fairly close range,the siren may not be heard by a

motorist with windows up, radio and air conditioner on.

General Guidelines for Using Lights and Siren

A, R de with driver's window partly open at all times,

14

+What kind of siren (or other

audibles) will your vehicle

be equipped with?

+What are the operating pro-

cedures?

+What do these terms mean?

+What does "out run" mean?

+Why should you have tk

window open?
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B. In general, when activating the siren, let up slightly on the
accelerator.

Turn the siren off in high noise environments, e,g, railroad
crossings and intersections.

D. Vary siren to avoid hypnotic effects.

1. "Hypnotized" EV operators sometimes become vague, and in-
attentive.

2. "Hypnotized" EV operators tend to take unnecessary risks.

L. Do of use the siren when it is unlikely to be effective.

NOTES'

+Why should you let up on the

accelerator?

+How can you preclude

hypnosis?

A * END OF MODULE 1 * *

fe.P=MMIll
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BASIC CONTROL TASKS

A. Directional and velocity control are accomplished by steering,

accelerating, and braking,

These basic control tasks are all present in two slow-speed

activities--backing and parking.

1. Relatively simple tasks.

2. Good performance requires practice.

Backing Up

Backing mishaps account for a large proportion of all EV accidents.

The techniques that will help minimize backing accidents'are common

sense techniques that require a few extra seconds--they

worth the time.

Park so that backing .is minimized-or eliminated. You must plan

ahead to do this.

When you must back the vehicle

. 1. Station a crewmember outside the vehicle to direct, if

possible.

2. Check (before moving) for pedestrians and obstacles.

Back SLOWLY (as if you expected to hit something).

152

* * * BEGIN MODULE 2 * * *

4

+What are some of the conse-

quences of these relatively

minor accidents?

+What kind of planning can you

do that will minimize oPelim-

inate backing?

+Where should the crewmember

be positioned?

153
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4. Constantly check mirrors for changes in the traffic situa-,

tion or obstacles in your path.

When backW out of an alley, hidden driveway, etc., sound

the horn dr "back-up alarm" for warning.

6. When turning while backing, check the front fender to avoid
a front collision.

Parking

There are three basic types of parking maneuvers: angle, perpen-
dicular, and parallel.

A. Angle Parking
+What is, the *cam for

t

angle, parking?

154
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Perpendicular Parking

1, Sedans and vans. 1/

2. Long-wheel based vehicles

1N)

+What is the procedure for

perpendicular parking in a

sedan or van?

+What are .,the primary differ-

ences between perpendicular

parking in a standard-sized

vehicle and a long wheel-base

vehicle?
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Parallel Parking. Parallel parking requires a space at least
25 percent longer than the vehicle, The important thing is

It

owing when to turn the wheels, (See illustration next page.)

D. rallel Parking on Slopes (Special Considerations).

1. Set the parking brake.

2. If the'vehicle has a manual transmission, leave it in gear,

3. If the EV is large or heavy, place chocks,

4. Always position the front wheels so that if the vehicle
starts to roll:

a. Wheels will hit the curb (and prevent rolling).

b. Vehicle cannot roll through lanes of traffic.

Considerations: Backinj and Parking in the Emergency Mode,

A. Backing and parking when in the emergency mode must be per-
formed quickly.

It requires skill to be able to do it fast, without accident.

* * END OF MODULE 2 * *
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Stop 1 1/2' to 2'
away from parked
vehicle both
vehicles even.
Tura wheels right
and aim left tail
light towards right
headlight of pafked
vehicle, while backing. \

When passenger
door is even with
rear bumper of
parked vehicle,
turn wheels"left and
guide into space.

Turn wheels right and
align vehicle in space.

Final position

\

Figure 1-7. Parallel Parking.
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URBAN DRIVING

Introduction

A. Even in normal, non-emergency conditions, operatiig an EV in
urban area requires a high degree of skill.

Keys to successful urban dirving:

1. Keep alert.

2. Don't anticipate other motorists' actions.

a. Motorists sometimes signal turns or lane changes when

they don't mean to.

b. Motorists may enter or cross traffic without allowing

a sufficient gap.

c. Motorists may try to beat a light, going through as i

changes.

CoAsiderations: Urban Driving in the Emergency Mode

A. Speeds in excess of the limit are rarely justifiedonly in
the most extreme emergency.

B. Urban driving in the emergency mode redlies effective use of
lights and sirens to:

1. Warn motorists and pedestrians of the approaching EV.

2. Clear traffic and/or help you negotiate through heavy or

blocked traffic.

* * * BEGIN MODULE 3 * * *

+Why is it important to develop

a high degree of skill?

+What kinds of things should

you be alert for?

161
0'

1f2
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Typical motorists' reactions to lights and sirens in urban

areas:

1. Generally motorists will try to pull to the right and slow

down or stop when they detect the EV.

Some motorists, however, will do senseless, unexpected

things. A good EV operator is always aware of these

a. Some motorists are just plain confused by the EV,

b. Some motorists may be totally unaware.of.EV's presence

even though signaling equipment is in use,

If traffic is blocked:

1. Slow down before reaching the blodage.

2. Use siren intermittently.

3. Keep your patience.

4, t travel in opposing traffic lanes unless you know

fi0is cleared for at least one block.

NOTES

+What are some of the kinds of

things motorists do?

110
+What is the best way to deal

with confused motorists?

+What can you do to get the

attention of unaware motorists"?

+Why should you slow before the

blockage?

* * END OF MODULI RT
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NEGOTIATING INTERSECTIONS

Introduction

Intersctions are the most accident-likely areas.

Techniques'for Negotiating Intersections

A. Before attempting to cross an intersection, you must make sure
there is an adequate gap in traffic flow.

1. From a full stop, you need about four seconds to cross an
intersection 30 feet wide (approximately 2 lanes),

(1:

2. Cars approaching from either direction should be about six
seconds away from the intersection, to allow an adequate
gap,

30K.

a
6 sEC,GAA

* * * BEGIN MODULE 4 * * *

+What percentage of emergency

vehicle accidents occur t

interjections?

+Why are intersections such

accident-likely areas?

4

/001
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zh

t turns at an intersection:

1. From a stop it takes {about sit, secondsAo turn right and

accelerate to 30 mph. I

When you begin to turn, any vehicle appmaching,the inter-

section from the left should be A leaSt seven to eight

seconds away from the intersection.

In faster cross traffic, a larger gap is requirfd for

safety.
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I-F-18

C, Left turns at intersections.

11/4 Xsc41)/
7111111MimmImMIMMAINSIMINIIM1.11.

301)IPh

IMMO =IIIM =mine MMINOM OEM. OA

EV

/

Gaps needed for turning at various cross-traffc speeds.

Speed of
Sedan Van Large Truck

Cross Traffic -----LRLR
30 9 8 10 g

40 .10 9 11 10

SO 12 11 13 12

55 13 12 14 13

L R

10

12 11

14 13

15 14

Considerations: Negotiating Intersections in the Emergency Mode

A. Siren should be turned off for a short period just before

entering an intersection. This will:

+Why do you need a larger gap

to make a left turn then you

do for a right turn?

169
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I-F-19

1. Allow operator to hear other EVs.

2. Lessen the chances of a "panic" reaction by motorists at

the intersection.

Provide as much information as possible to other motorists,

I. Use all means of signaling, including:

a. Lights.

b. 'Siren.

c. Turn signals.

d. Lane position.

e. Eye contact or hand signals.

2. Signal intent at least 100 feet in advance of an urban

intersection (200 feet in the country) .

Check for traffic control indicators in advance of every

intlirsection.

Check for hazards well in advance.of intersections.

1. .Make sure dirver's window is partly open- -this will enable

detection of other EVs, if in the vicinity.

2. Stay especially alert--search for:

a. Actual hazards.

b.
4
Potential hazards

Practice--you decide.

+Why are lights and siken

alone not sufficient warning

for motorists?

0

+What should you look for?

+What are some actual hazards?

+What are some potential

hazards?

171 ir
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1.' What are the hazards in the following illustration?

2. What are the effects of following too closely when

approaching an intersection?

1, IRMO 01.1.1a IM.. 11.1Mll

T V C

iA

=In OPPM a MM. ammo ,m

+Hazards:

+EffeCts of following too

closely:

J
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3. Vehicle "A" is a large truck. Why is 'this, EV operator in

trouble? What problems does the building create?

MEMO asimm. ISIMM IIM11 11.IN .111 OMMIIII MONEY 1111 OM!

.1.111111 111111110 111 .1=111M

'31.111,1)14-

A- .1=11MII
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11/4,

01/44°'
.

rr!

CONTENT A'14 k

Driver "A" looks left bafore turning 'right. He*esWt.
expect any oncoming traffic, frokAe right. *tan the

EV operator avoid such problemS1

0 Pi V/If

IL

17(S
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S. How would ,you handle this situation discussion. 4

;,

Situation:

It ca be hitardous when one EV srator folio another

EV thr ugh aintersection. ,A motorist who ha 'waited at

the intersection and yielded to the first EV will, in many

cases, proce0 to drive through the intersection when the

first EV has passed, not expecting the second EV to be so

close behind, Or p'erhaps not expecting it to be there at

,WHAT S!jOULD AN EV OPER4OR, WHO IS FOLLOWING ANOTHER

EV, DO?

7

xM

,

0.

* END OF MODULE. 4 * *
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NOTES 0

A A A BEGIN MODULE 5',TURNING AROUND 'TO REVERSE DIREC

plabouts.

pnabOut is the fastest way or you to turn around to reverse

se ;

Any kind of turnabout can create a hazardous situation when

performed on a street,

Choosing a safe Location for a turnabout is important;,choose

an area with good visibility. You should have a deal. view of

the entire path of travel and all traffic lanes. ,

Types of turnabouts (0 order of increased hazard potential

1. U-turns.

2. Two-point turns.

3. Three-point turns.

U-turns

A. The U-turn istheileast hazardous type of turnabout.
te

41-turn is, the easiest tp perform but requires 'a wide

rbadwa y a obd,visibikt

The U-turn is

exempt froi t

t

41

What should you avoid?

24

* *

legal in many areas.. Remember,' E 5lare not +When ftiving the kind of ve-.

hicle you will drive on the

rjob, how, many tyaffic lanes

(12') would you negd to hake

a C-turn?
,. ,

aw 'uuless they are in the emergency mo e.
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CA-lecK TRAFFIC

Ar ,X

.0=1PM OMMIMI,

1111.11, MIN111
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CHECK TRAFFIC Arx.
(Vehicles with a long

wheeipase 1py need to
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Two-Point Turnabout

A, These turns are made whqn the road iSA

visibility won't permit a U-turn,

Right side-road tur

'f.q0br
otp'



9

Left side -roid turnabout.

Three-Point Turnabouts

A. Three-point turnabouts are the lig hazardous turnabouts.

B.:.,These turnabOuts should be used only when:

jir.The road is too harr9w for a U-turn.

2., There are no.alley1 or scle roads on either side.

Traffic is light.

1
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:Y-turnabout / The front and rear of 'the EV will extend over, the

curb during this maneuver (see illus.tration).

'11-turnabouts"

Booties turnabout. This is fa.st r than the Y-turnabout, but

harer to perform well.

Bootleg turnabout.

.1

What is the big disadvantage

of this turnabout?

I

wa

q

111711.1.M
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Consideration's: Turnabouts in the Emergency Mode

A. In the emergency mode, if any exemptions to the state statutes

are being exercised (e.g., U-turn where illegal) emergency

signaling equipment must be activated.

Emergency mode may dictate performing the more hazardous types
of turns (depending on the relative seriousness of the

emergency).
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FOLLOWING ANOTHER VEHICLE

In 1974,, approximately 150,000 disabling injuries and 500 deaths

resulted from accidents caused by vehicles that were following too

closely.* Three things you learn, to be able to follow at a safe,

appropriate distance;

A. What is a safe following distance?

B. Techniques to help you jOge or estimate following distance.

C. When to `increase following distance.

What is a Safe Following Distance?

You are following at a safe distance if you can:

A. Stop without mis4ap if the vehicle in front comes to a sudden

stop, or

Take evasive action (steer around) to avoid mishap if the ve-

hicle in front comes to a sudden stop,

Estimating Following Distance

What is stopping distance?

1. Rea ;tion distance Is the distance a vehicle travels from

the time the driver recognizes the need to stop until

brake pedal movement begins.

a, Average drivers need about 3/4 second to react,

*39

19D 0

* * * BEGIN MODULE 6 * * *

+What information do you need

to be able to estimate follow-

ing distances?
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b. Distance traveled in 3/4 second wifl greater as

vehicle speed is incieased.

2. Braking distance is the diStance traveled from the first
'br'ake pedal movement until the vehicle comes to a full
stop.

3. Stopping distances for various types of vehicles at var-
ious speeds are shown in the chart on the next page.

,a. All stopping distances on thd chart assume driver

uses 3/4'second to react.

b,. All stopping distances on the chart are'based On '"hard,

dry surfaces."

How to tell when you are far enough behind.

1. Following at the full stopping distance (as shown 'on the

chart) is not only unnecessary, it is also impossible!

4,

AV AliNMN A,A....,
luv. 120 Is THE AVIovitIATE Fol.temN plsToleg tiT 5o rol.N. 4

L..., . yr ...... 1.....

Ice

0.

In

,

..,...

ito

I

I.rfmtfsAom 1,5540.1151TA0NAcctTIAor

sompw

Z43' is THE 5ToPPM4ISTANcE AT co ItiP4

+What are sonic of the factors

influencing' reaction time?

+What are some of the factob

that influence braking dis-

tance?

+Why is it impossible?

V Lb A 193
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Toll Stopping %trio*

IR Mown by tie' Numbers

Blow Each Bar
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STOPPING DISTANCES,AT VARIOUS HIGHWAY SPEEDS
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Figure I-s, Stopping Distances at Various Highway Speeds,
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An appropriate following distance, will allow enough time
to come to a complete stop if the lead vehicle panic stops
(stops as fast as possible by braking).

3, Two ways to judge following 4stance:

K

a. Estimate car lengthsone car length for every 10 mph.
A full-sized car is/approximately 20 feet long--csti-
mating car lengths provides'iminimum

following 'di.4ance.

b. Two-second rule--keep a separation of at least two
seconTs between the EV and the vehicle being followed.

Start Count

. 0. =mai, gwawal . oxlm*M e.a .
Fixed Object()

"One-Thousand-One"

MIMS WOW.= .. .1.00 .116.

"One-Thousand-Two"

+A safe following distance is:

+What is a rule for calculating

following distances?

2oL
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When Should Following Distance Be, Increased?

A. Increase following 'distance by 50 percent: ,if the vehicle

ahead is unusual, if your vehicle is large and/or heavy, or

if your vehicle is not adequately maintained.

Double following distance: if road surface is loose'or slip-

pery (wet, dirt, gravel) vision is obscured (rain, fog, dust,

smog) or if you are not fully alert.

k

C. Triple following distance: if road surface f$1)acked snow or

icy.

Practice

A. A police officer is driving to the station at the end of a

shift. He is very tired and the road is covered with hard

snow.

A large fire apparatus (elevated platform) is being driven on

a high-speed expressway. The operator is taking the apparatus

to the city's garage for service; some difficulties in the ve-

hicle's braking system have been observed.

203
A.001.MM.mwa.w.mwmtrr

+By how much should he increase

his following distance?

+By how much should the opera-

tor increase the followinig

distance?
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Considerations: Followinj Distance in the Emergency Mode

In spite of(the stress and utgency of an emergency run, the
laws of physics do not change. It still takes 243 feet to
stop a sedan from SO mph, and longer for larger vehicles!'

'Should following distance be decreased when traveling in the
emergency mode?

+Whyllkjht you decrease follow-

diftance when traveling

in the emergency mode?

* * END OF MODULE 6 * *
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IMMitIro,

PASSING ANOTHER VEHICLE

,44

How Loni Does It Takeo Pass?

PIT NOT

A. At highway speed;,(40 to 60 mph) ina sedan, a safe pass can

be completed in.10 seconds,

1. This assume the starting is apOroximately the

same as that of the vehicle to tqdassed.

L

2. These figureg allows complete p4ss (including smooth re-

turh,to.the right lane).

In terms of distance, a 10-seCondlass requires 1/6 mile at

60' mph. Due to the possibility bif an oncoming vehicle, you

must allow a'full 1/3 mile of.vitible roadway before initiating

a pass.

6,Q mph 60 mph

D1/6 mile in 10 seconds ;1/6, mile in 10 seconds C=I
.$

1/3 mile

total distance used in 10 seconds by vehicles ap-

proaching each other at r60 mph

Starting Speed

)0 mph

35 mph

45 mph

55 mph

60 mph

Passing Distance

450 ft.

525 ft.

675 ft;

825 ft,

900 ft.

Visibfe Roadwag

900 ft,

1,050 ft,(1/5 mile)

1,350 ft,

1,650. ft. k

1,800 ft,(1/3 mile)

* * * BEGIN MODULE 7 * * .*

4

tHow does passing time vary

according to vehiCle,capab 1-

ity?

2U7 203
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C deratthns Before Passini

it.

YM

4'

, Vehicle Chapacterlstics: You, fQul4 be.familiar'with yo1ir
'specific vehic.fe..:If you drive different vehicles daily; thsck
out Rd familiarize yourself with the peatfic 'handling char-
acteristicsof elegy ve icle,,

,

'1. Accelerative capacity?

2. Steering preciskon?

3. .Braking capability?

'Road IWismation:. Critical to, successful passing. Look
4

A

1. Informitional signs: "No Passingc,,
, $

2. Road marillhs: splidcehter-line, broken ce

3. Roiad configuration; hills, blind curves` in
Ling area, intersecting roads, etc.'

1,
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C. Traffic situation:

1. Speed of traffic flow,

a. 'Passing i vehicle that is traveling at the maximum

posted limit is ILLEGAL unless you are in the emer-

gency mode.
/

b. On two- and three-lane roads, when traffic flow is

heavy'but moving at a constant speed, there is little

to gain by passing.

2. distance of oncoming traffic. How much of the oncoming

.lane of traffic is visible?

Executing a Passing Maneuver,

This maneuver assumes starting from a safe following distance.

A. Check traffic--mirrors, blind spot.

B. Signal before lane change.

C. Accelerate while changing lanes.

D. Signal before returning to right lane.

E. Return to right lane when all of the passed vehicle is visible

in yoUr rear-view mirror.

21 :

+What are the kinds of things

that will limit visibility?

21 )
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Cancel directional signal, resume cruising speed.

Being Passed

EVs are passed less often than other vehicles, When being passed

certain courtesies should be extended:

A. Do not change speed while being passed.

B. If the passing driver/gets into a dangerous situation, try to

assist.

Tips for Avoiding Mishaps When Passing

A. If the decision has been made to pass, and conditions are okay,

DON'T HESITATE--conditions could worsen.

B. Stay in the passing lane for the shortest possible time.

C. Constantly scan the roadway for unmarked, intersecting roads,

D. Be prepared to abort if conditions worsen,

Considerations: Pissing in the Emergency Mode

A., Since motorists will attempt to pull over, the need to pass

1hay be reduced,

Evaluation of risk vs. gain.

N

+What can you do to assist a

passing driver who is in

trouble?
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1F

1. Many passing situations are potentially hazardous, in-

volving some risk. In the emergency mode, the gain (e.g.,

save a life) may justify increased risk.

When conditions are ideal there is very little risk,

3. When one or more conditions are questionable, risk in-

creases.

a. How important is saving time?,

b. How much time will really be saved by passing?

c. If passing is delayed for a few moments, might con-

ditions improve?

It may be necessary to execute a "running pass,"

215

+What are ideal conditions?

+How might conditions improve

+What is a "running pass"?

+How do you perform it?

+What are the disadvantages of.

the "running pass"?

* * END OF MODULE 7 * *
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EXPRESSWAY OPERATION

A. The term expressway as used here.
includes interstates, free-

ways, turnpikes, or any other type of limited-access multi-lanehighway..

Much of expressway operation is routine, requiring little or
no decision making.

Entering and exiting expressways are maneuvers that place a
big demand on you to make fast,

accurate ,decisions in rapid
succession.

Driving at the speed limit requires
constant awareness ofIthe

road and traffic environment.

Enteri and Exiting Expressways

A. Cloverleaf intersections can be one of the biggest problems
when entering or exiting expressways (see illustration on the
next pue).

t.

NOTES

* * * BEGIN MODULE8 * * *

213
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DE atiRATIN6

z

ACC6LERATI

Entering an Expressway.

1. When on the entry ramp, stay well behind the vehicle ahead,

Be prepared to stop should the vehicle in front come to a

sudden stop due to traffic conditions.

While on the ramp, activate left-turn signal.

3. Before entering traffic, watch the traffic for a gap that

is large enouglip permit entry.

219

I

ti



4, Adjust speed for merging into the selected gap.

S. Yield signs.

C. Exiting an expressway. It is important
to position the EV in

. the correct lane. well in advance of the exit.

1. If you must change lanes ,to position the EV for the exit+
ramp, move over one lane at a time, making sure to signal
each time.

2. If the same traffic lane is used for both deceleration and
acceleration, you may have to slow or accelerate quickly
to get through and onto the exit ramp.

3. Once in the deceleration lane or exit lane, signal inten-
tion to exit,

4. Begin decelerating.

S. Once on the tamp, make sure speed does not exceed the re-
commended speed.

D. Review of entry/exit
cpnsiderations.

".

NOTES

+What does A "Yield" sign mean?

+What does a "Yield" sign at an

expressway entrance indicate?

I

221
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ENTERING AND EXITING FREEWAYS

Signal And Move Adjust To Freeway S

Carefully Into In The Acceleration

Freeway Lane ,
4...OM OMB MOO

UNIT

PAGE
F - 4 5

Slow Down

en Approaching

ging Area

Do Not Enter Fretwa

e Here At Sharp Angle

AA ACCILIIATION IANI4

ifimm la ROW

4..s.
ins I or

44? -*AVNWI 011114k

29,3

Mall NMI NMI! OMI 1111:111111
NARK ROW

e sal in4.,0.6
DiCIUNMON LAM

e

9

Don't Make Check The ,

Do Not Slow Down Slow Down After Turning Last Minute Posted Safe Speed

Here On Freeway Into ,Deceleration Lane Turnoff For The Ramp

Figure 1-9. Entering end,Exiting Freeways. 22-



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

You are driving the EV marked "U." You want to leave the expressway at'this exit,

a. Circle the main things you should be observing.

b. How would you communicate that you want to leave the expressway?

225

salmi mmftiMMISOWM Milmapft Ommo mmlow mimmim mamma smumm amm0.1M AMMIsmeW
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Driving at the Limit on Expressways

Many of the high-speed roads in America have been so well designed

and built that it is safer to travel at high speed on these roads,

than at low speed on less modern roads. Some hints for' safer

driving:

A. Look far ahead. Keep in mind that stopping distance at 55 mph

is over 3O feet (for sedans).

1. You should learn to spot Otential trouble as early as ,

possible.

2. Look beyond the car in front,

3. Watch for brake lights or a puff of dust or any other sign

of trouble ahead,

4. The earlier you can begin to react to trouble, the, morg,

likely it is that trouble can be avoided.

B. Match your speed to the cars around you, Don't go over the

limit, but dOet go too slow either. Both can be dangerous.

C. Get away from the "pack." When a cluster of cars goes down the

highway together, each driver depends on all of the others to

drive carefully. Defensive driving means assuming the worst

about the' others on the road, and being ready for anything. If

a cluster of cars is ahead, stay behind until it breaks up. If

a cluster of cars comes up from behind, slow down enough to let

them go by.

D. Use mirrors every few seconds. You need to be aware of all

the vehicles surrounding youry.

0

2.3
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4\

Signal lane changes well in advance. Change lanes only when
you are sure the other lane is clear. Remember, turn signals
'do not grant the right to move over. Some drivers act as if
they did.

Considerations: Expressway Operation in the Emerjency Mode

A. Use if lights and siren.

1.' Avoid using emergency signaling equipment on entrance
ramps.

a. Make a normal entry.

b. Assess traffic flow conditions and choose lane for

emergency run or high-speed operation before activating
lights and siren.

Avoid weaving from lane to lane with lights and.siren on.

3. Motorists may be unaware that EV is in the emergency mode
'if:

a. You are traveling fast (you may be driving "ahead of
siren").

b. There is low sun or glare (may obliterate lights).

Beltway: A continuous-loop freeway or expressway, generally
surrounding a large, metropolitan area.

1. Determine the proper entrance to use.

+Why?

+What does "driving ahead of

siren" mean?

I

229 ill 2 0
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2. Determine if your destination is East or West (North or

South' 'off 'a Oven exit.

If you are on the way to an accident determine if it is

in the East or Westbound (North or Southbound) traffic

flow.

Local expressways. +What are some of the things

about local expressways that

could be confusing?

* * END OF MODULE 8 * *
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DRIVING AT HIGH SPEED

The coverage in this, the final module in the Operation Unit, is

keyed to operation of the EV in the emergency mode at speeds in
excess of the limit. The techniqu'es presented are useful at any
speed, however. In fact, they can (and should), be practiced at
slower speeds (during low-traffic times) as part of an on-going
program for developing the necessary skill for applying them at
high speed.

Introduction

A. Some emergencies may require high-speed operation.

B. This module provides knowledge and techniques needed for:

1. Driving on curved and winding roads, at the highest poss-

ible safe speed.

2. Slowing down from high speed.

The primary rules are:

1. Don't try to naiate a curve faster than you know you
can. Observe posted speed limits and allow for conditions

which will make lower speeds necessary, i.e. wet pavement,
ice, etc.

C,

2. Avoid brake fade.

Curves and Limits Imposed by the Laws of Physics

A. In turns, centrifugal force quadruples as speed doubles. When

the centrifugal force is high enough (0.8g) your vehicletiannot
follow the curve on the intended track.

* * * BEGIN MODULE 9 * * *'

'4 I
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B. For any curve, there is a maximum speed for traveling through

ithe curve successfully.

1 A0

oc

10

i0'' IGO ZOO ;10
'URN li,DIVSFT.

C. The tighter the curve, the slower the EV must go.

D. It is your job to control speed. If speed in a curve is too

great, physics will win!

Curves in the Local Area

A. Gain familiarity with all,road conditions and layouts in the

area. You should look for:

1. Bank of the curve.

2'45
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ES

PROPER

KIND

OF

BANK

2. Type and condition of road surface.

WATCH OUT

FOR THIS

KIND OF BANK

3. Curves leading to potentially dangerous situations.

4. Curves having a decreasing radius.

+How should t road be banked?

+What is a high-crowned road? Al

+What kind of things should

you look for?

+What are some of these dan-

gerous situations?

+What does decreasing radius

mean?

0,11.11
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5

RAblvs Ar 14 Is

tituol StioRNR THAMTHE

RADIVS AT "A!

a, On decreasing-radius curves, the maximum entry speed

is too fast for the later (tighter) portion of the

curve,

b. When approaching a decreasing-radius curve, you should

select an appropriate entry speed for the entire curve.

B. You must know about the road, in advance if you hope to be

able to negotiate a curve at the highest possible safe peed.

Techniques for Negotiating Curves High Speed

The entire curve must be considered. Following are the three

points which are critical when negotiating curves:

1. Proper speed and vehicle position for entry.to curve,

2. Maintaining speed in curve.

3. Proper speed and Vehicle position for exit from the curve.

NOTES

+What will happen if you enter

a decreasing-radius curve at

too high a speed?

2tA



Entry.

1. 'Brake rAeceleTate to tA proper entry speed bef
ent 11LP the curve..

r

,

2. E e the curve as far to the outside as possible.

3. Begin turn as early as possible.

4. Establish an apex (when beginning the turn) at the last
part of the inside/road edge (or center-line) that can be
seen from the entry point.

APEIE Folt A

APEX PR

+Why should you enter on the

outside?

+What is an "apex"?

241
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B. In the curve.

1. If the maximum safe speed for a curye has 6een attained,

the EV will feel "comfortable." Experienced drivers say

such vehicles are "in the groove." This feeling can only

be learned by experience. You will begin to develop this

feeling in Part III of the cotlue

2. You should be in the groove by the time the apex is +How dill you know if you are

reached. going too fast or if you have

missed the groove?

3. Apply slight power in a curve to maintain speed.

4. Never try to gain speed beyond the established maximum

safe speed for the curve.

C. Exit.

1. To another curve.

a. Keep it slow and steady.

b. Drift to farthest (outside) portion of the lane.

c. Adjust speed for next curve.

d. Establish an apex for the next curve.

To a straight.

24:1

+What do you 'do if you miss the

groove?

214
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a. Establish the widest (outside) position and the latest

possible apex.

b. Accelerate out of the curve after the apex has been

reached.

,Slowing from High Speed

A. Braking distance increases dramatically with increased speed.

When speed is doubled, braking distance more than quadruples,

Speed in mph

40

SO

60

70

80

Stoppiu Distance at High Speed

Distance in feet

Good brakes, dry concrete, sedan)

149

243

366

497

708

B. Techniques for stopping from high speed,

1. Proper high-spe,d braking technique depends on the kind of

brakes your vehi-le has, For either disc or drukbrakes,

it is not advisable to lock up the wheels.

J

4

245 11
246
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2, bse the right foot for braking, When a stop is imminent,
"cover" the brake with the right, foot, Don't risk brake
fade by riding the brake,

3. If the EV has disc brakes, to op as fast as poss:ible:

a. Always use a smooth braking motion.

b. Apply maximum pressure short of locking the wheels.

c. 4ep the pTessure on until you have slowed to the
desired speed.

If EV has drum brakes, to stop as fast as possible:

a. Smooth braking action,

b. Pumping the brakes is mandatory.' The goal is to allow
the brakes time to cool.

c. Smooth, rapid pumping to the point just before the
wheels lock is the best bet,

d. The pumping action should be of sufficient duration
and force to transfer the vehicle weight to the front
wheels without locking up the wheels.

247-

+What are the dangers of left

foot braking'?

+What do you do if brakes fade?

* * END OF MODULE 9 * *

#Pr.rj
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Review Exercises

I. Write a brief description of the purpose of emergency signaling equipmq,t.

11
A .

2. Circle the letter in front of the statements that are correct:

a. YOU0are required to use emergeky,signaling equipment.whIneye4'aey of the exemp-

tions to the state law are4xetcised. .
'

.

6

P' ... i_

b. An ambulance with A.patient abOard"Shoill4 use,lemergency signalie
.

!equipment at
..

,

all times,.

if
c. At high *speeds it kiis Oos(kihle to 1.,9t-r>ienn'th'siren 'found.

,4 t,

d. :When siren is ow; is,ap d idea to ''leave driveV4 window 04r4ropen.
4 /

It.a esOckally it port 6111,eihe s'ifk onae.r:aili6id'c'rossieg

fvri It is espeiiiilk i octant to turn te :fien'on at` intersections.'
y ,I

e'). t i
Ar'

J" ' v 9 '
II

/ i i i tO
% 4

li lleilitall4 parkilg,on ope, h4 should the vehi wh is a posiponed?
ar P 4 i ,/



Sam (the operator) and Joe are in the control cab on a van ambulance. As Sam is back-
ing out of a parking stall, a sudden jolt and a tinkling sound tell them they have hit
something. Sam was monitoring the left outside mirror as well as the center rear-view
mirror and Joe was monitoring the right outside mirror. What more might have been done
to avoid this accident?

....,rirr:
5. Briefly describe the provisions of the state statute that deals with motorists' respon-

sibilities for clearing a path for emergency vehicles.

Circle the letter in front of the statement which' describes the best siren-use technique
for negotiating through heavy or blocked traffic:

a. Lo pitch (growl) constant siren,

b. No si en,

c. High-pitch contant

fV

d. Intermittent siren,

7. Circle the number that represents the percentage of emergency vehicle accidents that
occur at intersections,

35 percent 50 percent 65 percent

251
252
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8. Circle the letter in front of the method appropriate for checking traffic before

crossing an intersection,

a. Look right, then left, then right agaill.

b. Look left, then right, then left again.

c. Look left, then right.

d. Look right, then left.

9. State which type of turn, a right or left, requires a larger gap in cross traffic.

Explain your answer.

1Q. What is the safest type of turnabout?
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11, On the illustrations below, draw the correct path for a vehicle making U-turns.

255

r



OPERATION I-F-62

12. On the illustrations below, draw the corregt path for a vehicle making a left and a

right side-road turnabout.

13. Write a brief description of the two methods of estimating following distance.

257
asp
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14. Of the items that appear below, some are cues to increase following distance. Circle
the letter in front of those items,

a, When following a vehicle that is being driven erratically.

b. When operating in the emergency mode.

c. When weathet'. conditions are poor.

d. When followino late-model sports car.

S.

e. When traveling on damaged road surfaces.

f. When traveling during rush hour.

g. When following another,EV.

15. Below are several statements relating to following distance, Circle the letter in front
of those hat are, correct,

a. Following at the full stopping distance i unnecessary,

b. Not all vehicles have the same stopping distance for a given speed,

c. Vehicle condition can have an effect on stopping distance.

d. In general, large, heavy vehicles require less distance to stop.

e

e. Followi4 efstance should be decreased when traveling in the emergency mode.



UrtKAI1UN
I"'PIGE 1-F-64 I

lame two types of road configuration (not lane markings or signs) that indicate it is
insafe to pass.

11 a 45 mph zOne, the EV is traveling 45 mph. Circle the letter in front of any of
he following(tatements that indicate it is unsafe for the,EV to pass.

Four-lane divided highway, heavy traffic in all lanes.

ellif

Vehicle to be passed is traveling at the posted limit.

Two-lane road, broken center line, hillcrest approximat 1/4 mile ahead.

Straight two-lane road, broken center line, small driveway intersecting to the left
approximately one block ahead.

'rite a brief definition of the meaning of a "Yield" sign.

262



OPERATION

II

t
,

19. Select thensifetluse technive most appropriatcOfente4n and exiting expressways,
Circle the letter in frOnt, of that item.' `

I-F-65

a, Intermittent sjiren.

b. Low-pitch (growl) siren,'

c. No siren.

Id. High-pitch siren,

20. Circle the drawing below that illustrates a properly banked road.

263

41\
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21. For each of the sentences relating to driving curved roads at high speed, insert the
word(s) that, best completes that sentence.

a. On a 4creasing radius curve the maximum possible entry speed is too
for th1 later (tighter) portion of the curve.

b. The the curve, the slower the EV must go.

c. Brake or decelerate to the proper entry speed
entering

a curve,

d. Entry speed for any curve can be increased somewhat by entering the curve on the
side.

e. On a decreasing radius curve, if the speed is too high for the tighter portion of
the curve, vehicle control will be

22. On the drawing below the two vehicles are just beginning their turn. Circle the vehicle
that has chosen the correct entry position for the curve. Give reasons why the position
of the vehicle you chose is correct.

265 a 266
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Trainees' Knowledge Objectives

Module 1

By the end of this module:

t

1. Given a list of statements relating to driving under adverse conditions, you will be able

to identify those that are correct.

Module 2

By the end of this module:

1. Given a list of several items, you will be able to determine which of the items are impact-

absorbing (if struck with aMoving vehicle) and which are not.

11

2. You will be able to tate the three primary steps that should be taken in controlling any

type of skid.

3. Given several statements relating to off-road recovery, you will be able to distinguish

those that are correct from those that are not.

4. Given a 'list of vehicle malfunctions, you will be able to describe the appropriate driver

response(s) for handling the malfunction.

I

267
268
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TITLE HANDLING UNUSUASITUATIONS

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives'(Continued)

Module 3

By the end of this module:

1. Given a list of several emergency vehicle light arrangem nts that could be used to warn

other motorists, you will he able to rate them in other f effectiveness.

2. G.iven two drawings of a disabled vehicle (off-road and on-road), you will be able to

indicate proper placement of warning devices (e.g flares, reflectors).

A

269,

j
270
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INTRODUCTION

This unit is divided i to three modules, Driving in Adverse Con-

ditions, Handling Co ingency Situations, and If You Milt Pull Off
the Road,

V

271

* * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

+What adverse conditions do you

think might be covered in this

module?

+What dO you think the word

"contingency"'as used in this

module means?

+What kind of information might

you find in the section titled

"If You Must Pull Off the

Road?"

272
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DRIVING
i

IN'ApWRSf CONDITIONS

Driving techniques muse bejusid for all adVerse condiy

AS.,iow'' d4

,, ,,,, ,

B, Increase following .cli444ce;

lt ilk ; (At .1

HANDLINTINSViV TUATIONS %T.

UNIT

PAGE
d-G=4

a

Night Driving

14

a'
10 if

Causes of aecidentA(16ettikel.r to occur at night)

1. Obriously, at.4g4t ;Iiire'is less light to see by. Vision

,

.

islomeWhat resplae0:7 Some facts you should remember:

f:,,,ii L 1. '.
a, Aightivisoisn,14./egcorCs-iderablp among persons.

''
. .

,G1 r 10141:6!:44,.igAi vision is not usually as good as

yolnger ptc100tghi, vision,

,f:: , ,

ie-Or illOttivities (during the day) can reduce
t'VlS1Q ''

L

Loa

4',.:-Sunglas50q1fatiOe;eye-strain
1,

in bright s, but they
i'Shpuld!,NEVBIZIt''.,wprn aftex °sunset.

.

-Blight'flaS4,WOf light (lightning, high-beam glare)

*i.44Vcus(1110mentary blindness.

I.

a

74
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There are many'more drunk drivers on the road at night than

there are d ng the day. :Take these precautipns:

a, Search for indicationsk drunk drivers.

I

b, Keep especially alert between 11 PM and 3 AM.

For obvi,ous, rea,sons, many of the drivers on the road at

night will be tired.' Take these precautions:

a. Allow extra space and time for other drivers to react,

b, Don't be a tired driver--begin shift well rested.,

Using headlights and high beams:

1. Headlights:

a. Headlights should be used at all times betieen the

first signs of dusk and full daylight. t

b% Keep your headlights clean. and properly aime

c. Make sure you have burned-out lights repla ed

immediately.

High. beams:

a, Dim lour high beams* whenever you are within $00 feet of

apprbacfring vehicles,

b,,,Dim your high beams whenever ou are within 300 feet

',overtaking or following other vehicles.

I



id high beams on right curves--they will tend to

ind the oncoming driver.

Don't start directly into' igh beams. Guide your ve-

hicicby using the right edge of the rdad.

Tips to improve visibility at night:

1. Keep Ihe wiRdshield clean, both inside and outside,

2. Keep the instrument panel lights dim.

3. Slow, the vehicle considerably on curves or when turning.

4. Keep your eyes moving.

Adverse Weather Conditions

,
.

The'chart on the following pagt provides an indication of relative
stopping distance a different speeds and in different weather.

,

A. Wet or rainy weather:

1. Approximately six times.more people are killed on wet roads

than on snowy and icy roads combined*.

\,
*39

277

When it first begintor,aihroads are' likA. be espe-
cially slippery. ' 4i,.-

'

4

9

In rainy. weather'evdid (if at all possible) making sudden

moves with the steering wheel, brakes4 1 acceleratnt.,

, .',

ix

Vhy shoul you slow on curves

or when f r Wing?

+Why?

+Why?
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NOTES

--- GRAVEL

_._WETPMEMENT,
PAOlow
ICE OR WET

h\

A\

\\

,

\.\\

\ #

'(20

50

70

`1,

av

0 No 444 g4 80O, um i 0 180

.

*It
A.

r , j5coPi* DISTANCE IN Forr

Dr ing through large areas of water can affect brako r-

,

q, ncd and the vehicles ,electrical system,,:Followin
i

area sorb precaptions you cai take:

a. Slow down before hitting water.

c,

b Turn wip61.11 before hitting water.

,

,.4

c. Tap brake 9 exit to sde, if brakes are grabbing

or Pullin
MA

+How much more distance does it

take to stop on wet pavement

than on dry pavement?

+How much more distance does it

take to stop on ice or sleet

than on dry pavement?

+What conclusions can you draw

from the facts presented in

qlie':chart?

4

+What ci0oul if are

grabbing or pulling?

2 f1 i



S. Double-check mirrors; rain on the rear window or outside
mirrors can distort or obliterate images.

B. Winter driving (including sleet, freezing rain, packed snow,
and ice).

1. Prepare in qivance tenever there is a chance of encounter-
ing winter itiving itnditions:

a. Engine should be in tune.

b. HeaW/defroster should be in gbod workilig order.

c. Battery should be fully 'charged :,,

d. Emergency weather equipment shoii be stowed in the ve-
hicle:

e. Snow tires'and/or Chains should be ON the vehicle.

f. Brakes should be pro,perly adjusted.

2. Tips for driving on ice and snow;

a. Keep informed of the temperature. Net" ice and
freezing rain-create the most treacherous of all driv-
ing conditions.

b. Don't make any sudden Moves with t steering wheel,
brakes, or, accelerator unless absolutely necessary.

Poor visibility (including fog, mist, smog, etc.).
,

1. Drive slowly , but keep moving.

4Atn6 a emergency weather
4*.opp ent?

A qj

+Why is proper brake adjustment

esplially important in winter

weather?

+What is "wet" ice

281
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Turnitights goy Viar),andwipeTio .

,Alet4,1 '''.1
Use four-way £I if tra4iilig IS 1ph OT more below the

speed limit,
1

" 1,/

e

Stayaalett for cars that are moving very' slowly. ti

ChOckthe rear -via mirror often.

r

decelerating, suddenly,

If yok must pull off the road, um on the four-way

flashers.

8. Do not pass,.

stp
"1k
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HANDLING CONTIMENCIIOATIONS

1.

UNIT

PAGE
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I-G-10

NOTES

A. Contingency sitlItions can arise at, any time. When they arise,

normal traffic flOw may ,tae. suddenly interrupted, and the'tafety
(If all persons in the eneral area i dijinished,

It is a good policy to e familiar Frith. the conlingency

tions that occur most often, and to understand the.act,ions

that can be taken to minimize theAlitelihpOd of death or in-

jury.,

In general terms, there are

sitations.
14_

I

Mit

1k

y cAqes of cohttgency

yl

* * A BEGIN MODULE 2 * A A

+Can you think of what the four

prima)/ causes of.Contingenq

sitdations might be?
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1

HAULING UNUSUAL SITUATIONS

CONTENT

Precautions to Help Prevent Contingencies

This section addresses precautions the operator can take to mini-
mize the chances of a contingency oicurring.

.4 UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

i)

e4
A, Vehicle malfunction or failure: ,

1. A, thorough inspection of your vehicle at the beginning of
every shift will minimize the chances of an unexpecte ve-
hicle malfuncton or breakdown,

or repair of any malfunctions (even minor
will prevent a sudleA worsening of the

6

2. Prompt cor

ones) you d

malfunction,

3, You should constantly\monitor to Aettct the following kinds
of things:

a. Noises. (

b. New (or changed) vibrations.

Odors.

,

d. Changes in handling characteristics.
Is '

"c
B. 'A sudden change

or deterioration inlhe road (due to weather,
damage, construction, etc.). Precautions:

A

1. Remain alert, don't be caught off guard.

2, gcan the roadway well ahead' to enable you to pick out

possible problems well in advance.

+Aat Might odors indicate?

+What are some examples of

changes in handling charaC-

teristics?
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NOT

Look for cup indicating possibly dangerous situations.

4. Know theareil
A

The appearance of an obstacle ip the roadway (including

pedestrians, othei vehicles, efe.). Precautions;;

1. Always maintain a safelpeed;Jone which allows maximum ve-
hicle control.

k

2. Search for obvious cues thit might indicate obstacles are
likely,

Learn to spot very subtle cues that might. Indicate ob-

stacles are likely.

Driver error, Precautions:

1. Begin your shift well-rested, with no unusual physical

impairment.

2. Remain alert!

3. Avoid'unnecessary risks.

4., When faced with a contingency situation, don't panic.

General Techniques for Handling Contingencies

Hundreds of "possible" contingencies could arise. Since you spend
many hours driving (and travel many thousands of miles), it is
probable that sooner or later'a contingency will occur. Following
are general techniques that can be applied to deal with many of
the possible situations.

+What kind of things about the

area would it be helpful to

know?

+What/kind of obvious cues?

+What kind of subtle cues?

6



HANDLING UNUSUAATtATIONS.-

CONTENT

,
Evasive steering means a sudden ai: extreme chop in the ve-
hi?le's direction. This antuVer is often used to avoid pedes=
trians, vehicles or other obstacles., Usually, ,thi;.acton'is
taken because it, is,too te to brake to a stop.

,

1.v Scan the roadway and, nearby areas forkescape mutes.
Consider: ,

NOTES

,I-G-13

a. .Can the vehicle be
safely steered off the right; side

of the road? ,

,

.

b. Can the vehicle be safely steered off the left site
c of the Toad?

c., Are there any ohstacles'dn the roadside?

d. Are there any oncoming vehircles3

e. How stable is the road surface (e,g., ftavel Vs. con-.
cr 4), is it likely,to

contyibute to 1oss, of control?

2. Scat' espe ially carefully when approaching the crest of a
hill, rounding a curve, and when approaching

intersections,

4,

+What about anithals in the

roadway?

3. 'Execute the evasive steeri g maniuverinthe following way.,

A j

291

+Which is usually safer?

+What are some exceptions?

+Why do you need to scan espe-

cially carefully in these.

situations?

IJ

242
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I.

' a. Hands should be at 3 and 9 0' clock on the steering

o
wheel--this will allow the largest possible turn'with-

out moving the hands.

b. Turn the steering wheqi sharply in the direction you
have chosen for an escape route.

c. Counterfteer.as soon as your vehicle is clear,of the

obstacle..

d. Although it may be necessary to brake somewhat, hard

braking should be avoided.

e.. Slowb,down and maintain vehicle control.

Emergency braking, If there is enough room ta stop, or if no
escape route is available, emergency braking may be one way to
avoid a collision or minimize' its consequences. The goal of

emergency braking is to produce the shortest possible stopping

distance without locking wheels or losing control. The.best
method for accomplishing this'is:

1. Hard pressure to brake pedal without locking wheels:

a. Quick;` firm jobs,

b.' Short, steady pressure; release, repeat.

2. If wheels lock, RELEAE BRAKE PEDAL. Th.en'reapply with
less pressure.

Bear in mind that rapid deceleration could cause a rear-
end collision,

c!

C. Evasive acceleration simply mks a quick ,burst of speed. This
maneuver can be used to avoid a uolisloi with side-approaching
or merging vehicles.

,
,

-

293 . r

+Why should hard braking be

avoided?

o.

294



Unavoidable collisions, When you are sure that a collision is'
.unavoi,dable, goose an object to collide with. Take the fol-
.l'owing into cESITiration:

Always choose the course least likely, to cause death or in-
jury, or the course that will cause the fewest injuries.

2. Head-on collisioM are the most damaging in terms of bpt
life and property., Instead:

a, -Steer so that your vehicle sideglipes or hits the other
object at an angle.

I.

b. Avoid hitting large, immobile objects in favor, of
"impact-absorbing" objetts.

295

4

'9

+What are some examples of

impact-absorbing objects?

+Some examples of nonimpact-

absorbing objects?

ti

296
.1
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'What Wpuld You% Do.- Itactice

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

I-G-16

A. Each of the drawings in, this practice 'section illustraies a

potential accident.

The things that could be. one. to avoid an accident 'include:

1. Emergency braking.

'2, Evasive steering.

Evasive acceleration,.

4, No action.

The EV is traveling On a fdur-lane

rqad with no median. Gravel berms

aie on both sides of the:road. The

only'other vehicle in the immedi-

ate vicinity the car that ap-

pears to be out of contro17-it is

crossing the center line and

headed for the V. '.

),

..

V

to

+What'yould be,the appropriate

response for this situation?

toy

29'
298
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The EV 'is traveling at about

mph down narrow, one -way alley,
.

On either side of%the alleyiare

buildings set'very, close to the

stree't, klane track begins to
back ?iitlf4n intersecting alley
to. Oit:If?ft.

!

r

The EV is traveling .at about 30

mph on a busy, urban stree. A
car is behind the:EV, following
closely. Another car is approach-

ing'in the apposing lane of traf-
ic. Parked 'cars are i$the lane

mediately to, the EV 's right. A
small dog runs out into the road-,

way.

29a

Ijll

11'

1

1

Olt

1 I

1

1

1

1\A

+What would be the appropriate

response for this situation?

I

+Whatiwould be the appropri4te

response for this situation?

Af

3 u,0
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TheEV is traveling 55 'mph in the

right-most lane of a four lane

divided expressway; Two cars

are in the left lane beside the

EV. A car is about to enter

the expressway from the entrance

ramp; it is traveling approx-

imately 45 mph.

The hV is toveling Uh a (AU 'duo

rural road. There is a gar in

the opposing lane. On both sides

of the road a hcavy growth of

low bushes and shrubs. A small

child runs out into the road.

Sul

S

+What would be the approDriate

sit\ ,.a?

.w

'What would LL Ole appIvialato

response for this situation?
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Handling Skids

In general terms, skidding means loss of steering and braking con-
trol.

A. All skids,are caused by two primary fact6rs:

1. A too-sudden change, of speed or direction.

o

2. Any change ,of,s15eid 9r direction, under Conditions of poor
tractioh.

V'

No tatter what of skid is occurring, the 'following will

help you regain control:

1. stay OFF the brake.

2. Stay OFF the accelerator,

3, Countersteer; steer in the direction to which the rear end
of the vehicle is skidding. Two poihts to remember about

countersteering:

a. You do not have to ttIxn the steering wheel violently

to correct a skid,

b. Once.the wheel has been turned to CuUlactotoct, It may

be necessary to immediately conntcrsteer in the other

direction.

3 uti

tWhat L 11 happutli

a,.
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at

0 ,

READ FROM, BOTTOM

1 4 1,

UNR

SIPeir n
ontr0 is reestablished.,

6. To *t of fishtailing in the opposite,

dire4i n you'd countersteer ri '&ht to

help ou et back on course. .

f

5. The bac end fishtails to the right. .

The vehicle is back on course.

3. You'd steer left; in the direCtioh you

want the vehiiIi to go relative to the

,way it'd facing.

The back end bf the vehicle skids dloWld

to the left (the vehitle is still moving

forward at an angle).

1. The vehicle is goibg straight.

at.

4
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C. Specific skids:
b tit

1. Braking slid, y This kind of syd occurs when, due to

sudden, hard brake pressure,kne or. ore of the vehicle's

wheels loCk. I,f brakes are evenly, adjusted, all Wheels

will lock at the same time.

a. If all wheels lock evenly, or if just the front wheels

lock, the vehicle will move straight ahead unless ii-

fluenced by some other force (e.g., a dip, in the road).

b. If just the rear wheels lock, their reduced traction

will cau*them to move forward faster than the front

wheels. I. .4

4

c. 'Actions to take if a htaking skid occurs:'
-A 4

1) Release brakes IMMENATEek: it should Lnen be

possible to steer. 4

Z) Ihraking is still necessary (to reduce speed la
avoid an obstacle), apply with less pressure so

that wheels don't lock again.

Power skid. This kind of skid occurs du to ddcii hold
acceleration.

d. The back end ut the vehicle may skid to one 1,1c, 1)

ing tcx overtake the front end.

b the veticle may spin all the way alouliJ

L. ALL1up to take if d puwetisKid uccurs.

I) Lase utt the

-30 Met

!WE°,

+What can happen?

y)U dilAh ekailipies

of situations whe, braking

skids could occur?

4
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2) Countersteer in the direction towardS which the

remr end of the vehicle is skidding.

,

Cornering skid, This skid occurs when speed is too great

or traction is reduced (due to poor.road/weather conT .

ditions) such that the vehicle cannot stay on an intended

track around a curve.

a. The vehicle may continue to travel straight ahead--not

in the intended path of travel around the turn.

b. The rear end of the vehicle may try to overtake. the

frdnt end, if just the rear wheeli lost traction.

c. Actions to take if a cornering skid occurs:

1) Ease up on the accelerator.

fl If the vehicle is spinning out, countersteer as
space permits.

4. Hydroplane skid. Hydroplaning occurs when the tire is

moving, too fast for the water on the road to escape (to

flow around it or through the tread). A small wedge. of

water builds up in front of the tire and lifts it off the

surface of the road.

3no

NOTES

,coL ),6 Lh irk 01 J A ,;A,Ipies

of Atpations where power'. skids

could occur?

+What is t4is'calleid?

+Whit is this called?

1.

/,
310
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a. The results of a hydroplane skid are difficult to
predict

1) As with all skids, there is loss of biakiug and/or
steering control,

4) Unless the operator attemp4 to Lake ol atcc
,(other than straight ahead) he may not know he is
hydroplaning.

1. At.tiolo to take If a hydoptatlo A1J yk.41115

1) East off brake ui 4cceltator.

Allow the vehitle to deLeielau,

__L_ 3te (.0tilce t.

The occurrences and uon11 t ioaa listed iLl, kk,
should be handled

at.cording to the pr,celuras outliaai:

A. blowout, 14ivat llic alc iGc lant
JaIlgt;1011.), a,

iele will pull to the side of bl,wn-oa tire.

UNIT

PAGE

(

IkL0( Oi 01H k;

hydr,plaue skids?



1, Remove' foot 'from acceld'atv,alldwing vehicle to slow.

vf

4, Hold steering wheel fiimly; anticipate 'steering difficulty.

,3.. When steerg is controlled, brake gradually; avoidkcking
wheers

Ai

Brake f

'1. Shift to lbwest gear, If possible.

C'Apply parking brake in either of Ihe following ways.

a; In a pumping manner-steady pressure; releah, etc.

b. As hard ,as possible, without locking the wheels;

I

Y

Pump brake pedal rapidly.

. 4, If theie'actiohs do:no/ilow the vehicle, sound the horn
tyo alert traffic; activate four:way, fldshers and/or emer,

gency signaling di'vices; and choose an ,impact-absorbing

to' collide with

3 'Jo

'I

+What is the danger of this

procedure?

+Whiy?

vat
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a. Avoid head-on collisions.

b. Try to sideswipe parked cars, shrubs, even 'a dirt hill-,

`side--always at an angle,

5. If vehicle has been slowed sufficiently, select an off-road
stopping place.

a. If there is an upgrade within the assured clear dis-
tance ahead, stay on ,the" road and,allow the upgrade to
further slow the vehicle, then select a path for
leaving the roadway.

If no upgrade is within clear distance ahead, select
the path for leaving the roadway that will minimize
injuries and property damage.

Transmission Failure,

1. Select a safe off-road stopping place.

2, Brake gradually to a stop.

Staring failure, Steering, failure is most likely to occur
when a vehicle with power steering, stalls. This will make
steering difficult, but not, impossible,

Power,steeringstali (steering failure):

a. Anticipate steering difficulty; grasp' wheel firmly.

b. Find safe spot and pull off the road.

Thtal steering failure:

la. Keep"trying to steer.

316-
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b. Stay OFF the brake.

c. If the vehicle does not coast to a stop, shift to a

lower gear and pump the parking brake' (same procedure

is brake failure).

Accelerator sticks

1. If the accelel'ator sticks and there 'are no vehicles. ahead
of the EV, you should attempt to release the'pedal by
iTIFF5ithe tip of'your shoe under it and

2. If this method is unsuccessful:

)

a. Put tie vehicle in "neutral" gear, In vehicles, without

power steering and power brakes, turn engine off,

If the vehicle haspower-assisted brakes, do not pump
them. Instead, appily steady pressFe.

Select a safe off-road stopping place and pull off,

d. Turn engine off if still running.

Visibility imp -aired (hoOd flies up, wiper, Or defrosster failure,)

I. If hood flies up, look for a gap at the bottom of the

windshield. ,

.
.

2. If forward visibility is completely 'blocked, put, your head
out the side window to see forward.'

., . 1 : . ,,

\1/4

,3. Apply bralkmoderatp1V..
, '',

10 ,

,
Vit .

.t Y ,01

,4. Continue to bra10.uadu4ly 4. sect gn,lifi-.Oad' toping

".310 .i -.:i'' '

,
.

place.
''"' ." ''1P -

.5, Pull off the roadway and activate the IdtwXRIFilas

1!4lte rCO44
'11'1111f.311

+Why is it important to stay

off the brake?

.1

ti

+Why shouldn't you pump power

brakes?

,o. I, .0

e y4

I

4

3t
Aft '
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G. Wheel 's. off the road (off -road recovery); If at some, time
the vehicle's wheel(s).leave the road surface (intention-

.a11y,or unintentionally), you'will,have to perform an off-
, road recOvery. This can be a *genus maneuver unless pep
formed properly. FolfoWing is:the correct procedure:

1 Hold steering wheel firmly; steering may be difficult.
'

2. Check for
1
traffic aheacPand to the' rear.

Reduce speed by easing off the accelerator.

4. If brakes must be applied to reduce speed, brake VERY

gradually.

Center ve over the road edge.

Activate appropriate turn- signal.

f you must avoid an obst4le, steer _sharply toward the

,road, turning steering wheel about 90 wTi le accelerating

slightly. J

If you'dol not have to a id O'obstacle;,scanthe road edge

Co find the point, at which there is the least distance be-

tween the road edge and berm then turn the wheel gradually

and steer on at that point.

9.. As soon as the vehicle's front right cwheel touches the road

edge, countersteer to control lane position

Danger, signals fromAgauges and indicators .on the instrument

panel.'

1. Fuel gauge 1

a. Continue to site if within .rage,

NOTES

+Why cs it necessary to brake

very gradually?

1)1+W at is the danger with this

procedure?

%r
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b, Consider the amount of fuel necessar for the return
trip.

2, Charging system fails (battery not chargin) :

a. Turn off any, equipment that willdr4i0 the battery,

b, If, you stop the engine, it is unlikelytit will restart,

Brake warning light comes on:

a. Stop immediately.

4

b. Do not drive the vehicle until maintenance has been
per, mgd.

4. Oil ptgssure drops:

a, Stop immediately,

1. D6 hot drive vehicle until mainten has been
performed.

Eng0e temperature rises into dangef zone (and remains
there:

a. Stop immediately,

b. Do notirive the vehicle until maintenance h'a's been
performed.

1.

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

A

* * END QF MODULE 2 * *

321 III
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IF YOU MUST POLL OFF. THE ROAD

Due tt'adverse weather conditions:ma contingency situation, you

may find that, you must pull off the roid. In the worst case, you
will be unable to get the vehicle entirely of the road (and out of

the path of surrounding traffic). Whenever this situation arises,

both you and the vehicle must be protected. Thelgpal of'protect-
ing, the scene" is to provide, visible, early warning to surrounding

traffic, and thus avoid a collision (or avoid casing a collision).

Remember these pripciples..1

A. The position of your veh cis critieal. The lore likely a.

hazard it represents, the more critical the need for rapid,

C effective placement' of warning devices.

You should select the method or combinatitn,of methods, most

likely to. provide visible, early' warning to surrounding traf-

fic, Some possible methods include:,

1., MOST EFFECTIVE: Emergency warning devices Such as

triangular reflectors, flares, fusees, etc.

2. OKAY:" Overhead beacon, four-way flashers, cab lights,

3. POOR:. Headlights parking lights, nothing.

During daylight:

'f
0

1; vehicle,is well off' the 'road, activating four-way

flashers is usually 'sufficient to protect the,scene.,

2. If the vehicle is not well off the road, you should take

additional precautions.

323 r

`'N'IMile1111011111=.1wilmmlm.,

* * BEING MODULE 3 * * *

'ti

+What kid of warning devce

are best and why?

Ihy are parking lights poor?

+What additional precautions

should-you take?

J

.324.
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In darkness:

If the vehicle is on or near the road, warning devices
should be poiitioned

whenever-the,vehicle will be stopped
for, more than .a few moments, 1'

If th'e length of time the vehicle will be stoppe'd is long
or indefinite, warning. devices sWould be'positioned
whether the vehicle is 'on or off the road).

Placing Flares or Other Emergency Warning Devices,.

The obvious purpose' of warning ditices is to alert traffic to the
stopped vehicle's kesence, but, another real goal is to cause as'
little, interference as possible with the flow of traffic.

A. Placing warning deviceUen one-way roads Jor divided highways),.

1, Start the four-way flashers before leaving the vehicle-4:
leave, the cab light ON'.

2, Place a warning deviCe just beside the vehicle on the ',
traffic side.

Place a seunt warning dice 10'0 td 200 feet to the reaf,
of the vehicle, onl the edge of the road, If the vehicle,
,is actually ON the .roadway; the,device should be placed. in
the' fiddle of the lane.,

Place a' third device
approximately 300 feet to the.tear -of

the vehicle,, on the road edge .(or in the lane if the,ve-,
'hicle is ON they road),

,

32

,70

+How can you judge these dis=

tances, approximately?
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B: ,Placingliaraing devices on two-way gads;

1. Start four -way, flashers before leaving v icle--4ave cab
lights ON.

Place a warning device just beside the EV, on the roadside.

A
3. Place a second device 100 to 200 feet to th fear of the

vehicle, on the road edge. (Again, if the ehicle is ON
the road, the device should be placed in the middle ,of the
lane.)

Place a t,ird device 100 to 200 feet to the front of the

vehicle, n the road edge.

a

0 . A POTA I MP WV FAa 12 V WAN /If

cir.......

.............>

1

/ l

MI

/
IfOl

/ / /
Two-way flow of traffic.

Disabled vehicle off roadway.

NOTES

+Why is the positioning dif-

ferent for two-way roads?

329
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5

1....M. aft.i. am..... --.. --. .... ..... ..-- ....... .

4, L........_...... 1,.. . _ ..._ ...., ,01
,o.

I I'II
Two-way flow of traffic.

Ditabled vehicle on roadway.

a

44

Use of flare's or fusees:

1, Be sure to read all directiol accompanying wattling
devices.

2. The following points can serve as geneial guidelines if ho
directions are present:

441

DO nut light a warning until yuu die Leddy to
put it down.

Pull the tub hcat the tup of the acvitc (0 lice'

cap.

Stiac ut aballot the
strike suffice on th6 inside of the cap; point the
flare ,r fusee away from your body as you do tLis.
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(1.10011areusingflareswithspilectelidsand theyinist
be placed on the roadway:

1) Push" them between,slabs of concitte.

2) Simply lay them on the road.

3. Flares or fusees should NOT he used if there is evidence

of the following: ,

a. Odor of gasoline.

b. Any fluid leakage.

c. Any possibility of fire.

4. Replace any warning devices that have beensed,
as soon as the EV returns to quarters.

I

(

I

+What kind of warning devices

can be used under these dan-

gerous circumstances?

r

A Lid, 11",1,1
lot NO WMAII

-

3'14



Review Exercises 5 ,

L. 'Indicate which of the following statements are true and which are false,
,

a, More than .141,t Of all fatal Accidents, occur at night.

b. Generally, older people's eyes function just, as well as .younger
people's eyes when it comes to night driving

c. It is a good idea to have instrument panel lights as bright as
possible at night

d. The roadway is usu lly most slippery when it has just begun to
rain,

'It is a good idea to go through large areas of water as quickly
as possible,!'so that the vehicle is Osed to its ,effects for
the, shortest possible time. . .

f. The farther below freezing the temgeratur

/
firdous the iCe or snow on the road will b

drops, thilmore haz-

When diving in foglavoid the use of high beamS.

2. Some of the items listed below are less like than the others (.; (..au etsondl Nat)/and property damage if struck in a collision because they are impact-abso bind. Cifclethe letters beSide the items that are impact absorbing.

a. Road sign (speed limit, stop sign)

b. Telephone pole

(

c, Low bushes and bfut,

.31
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d. Parked cars

.e. Concrete bridge abutment

f.' chain-link fence

g. Full7size oak tree

, ,

3. What are tI4 thret primary steps that can bg.taken to help control a skid?.\

14.

4. liladicate which of the following
statements 'relating to off -road recovery are true, and

which are falAe.

a. IfloUr wheels go of the road edge while traveling at high speed,
pump-braking is vgood way to reduce speed.

.r

If possible, it is a good idea to reduce speid to about 15 mph
before attempting to Meer back'onio the ro4dway.

c. If you do not have time to decelerate (because of an, obstacle
ahead) you can steer the vehicle sharply toward the road edge
(about 90°) to effect an off-road recovery.

d, You should attempt to steer onto the road at the place there thole
is the least differeneebetween,ro4 edge and berm.

e. As soon as all four wheels are back on the jdway you should
countersteer to control your lane positi0...; 6,,

T

4 r 0 a
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'. Describe, for any five (5) of the following malfunctions, thel appropriate procedure
for handling the malfunction,

a. Brake failure:
0

$

t

b. Accelerator sticks:

boom,.

c. Engine temperature rises into danger zone:

..,....wAAw

d. Transmission failure:

or Lud tiles up,

A

1



'HANDLING NUSUAL SITUATIONS.

"When t EV is at i6 fide of the road, EV Operators 9ould use any one br a combination
of t e following to warn/alert motoristse On the list below, mark-the most effective
wpy With the latter "M" and markthe least effective way with the letter

Hea hts

Fair-way flashers...

Triangles

Overhead beacon

Parking lights

4

, Ou'the two drawings below, indicate with Xs the correct placement of warning devices
(Ag., reflectors, flares) ,

NAMIWAWAWAFACI

......,

SD ,

41.1111111

On,Oroad two-way,:t

341:

le,flOW, Off-road, divided'highway,
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OPERATION OF AMBULANCES UNIT

PAGE II-A-1

Module 1

By the: end of this module:

Trainees' Knowle4e Objectives,

g

,

1. Given a Piit of statements relating to driving to a victim,' will be ablqi(to
identify those that` are correct,

You will be able,to list twoCreasons why it is not advisable to drive i the emergency
mode with a'patient aboard.

,

You will be ably to name two medical Conditions that indic e especial smooth, low.'
speed transport is required.

You will b? able to name two conditigns that indicate emergency mode tr sport is re-
quired. 4

346

1.

347

4

.4.
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CONTENT

A. An, ambulance o ratoT
primary'responsibility is the safe

tiansport, of t si 4114 injured, Safe means:

Drivin not stress. or traumatize the), s.

patient

s,

b, Drivin i rthat will permit the' crew to '
prov

o the patient,'

No medic .1 emergency

manner that risks '1

lies on tile operato

react ideially,

e vere, justifies driving in a

(

contr 1 of the vehicle or that r
her vehicles or pedestrians to

The topics that will be covered in the remainder of this unit
include:

1. Route planning.

2. Inspection and maintenance,

3. Operation of thl ambulance:

a. Driving to the victim.

b. 'Responsibilities at the scene.

Drilling with a patient aboard,

4.

NOTES

4 I

348

II-A-2

ANB

11 349
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A. ,For.amhulances operating from a fixed base, it is particularly

important to plan' in advance the various route, the ambulance

is likely.to travel. advance plannineusualltakes'the form

of a "Rputing Plan."

1. Divide' the area into sections.

2. Be based on test runs over selected routs various ,

times fi day and night.

,

3. Be updated at regular intexvals.

Drivers should always ,inform the dispatcher of any new con-

ditions about the area (e.g., detours). This'informaIion can

also be put in a trip report.

ti

350
A. 1

d'

r

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

1113

+What, is the purpose of test

runs?
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PAGE
II-A-4.

CONTENT
NOTE$

INSPECT* AND MAINTENANCE

A. The vehicle i spection and maintenance activities presentedin'Part I of he course apply directly to4mbulances.

11. Additionally, the driver or an attendant should inspect the
vehicle's medical supplies and life-support equipment daily.

+What is the need ,for the

daily inspection?

$1

352
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I

Medical

'6 Pillows

Blank Sheets

Portable suctort apparatus

Bagrmask ventilation twit
a. Adult mask

b. Child mask

C. Infant mask

' Dropharyngeal airways

a, Adult

b. Child

c. Infant

Mouth to mouth airways

a, Adult

b, Child

Oxygen equipment, tuking b masks,

. a. Adult

b. Child

c. Infant

,Nouth gags and tongue blades

Universal dressings

Sterile gauze pads,

t

00 'LOW .i1PLA(1.).

0 thet

Fire extinguishing equipment

ip-way radio fOr direct hOspital

Ilminication

taming devices

-triangular reflectors

-battery operated flares

Telementry,equipment

FitritatiOn equiiment

Wrench ,

Screwdriver

Screwdriver Phillip
Hacksaw (arbide)

Pliers

Hamer

KON414L

!Rivet,

Supervi,or:

,...

.=1../

..... ..../1.

Solt ,oll r lel,' i ihering t

Alumilum , in II ad

esive tape
,

sheets

Traction splint, limti-support !Iiin;
,

ankle hitch and

traction strap'

Inflatable splints

Spin boards with accessories
1

11

a, S t

b. L

TTiangular bandages

Large size safety,pins

Shears for bandages . 1

Sterile obstetrical kit , '

Poison kit '

I)

load pressure manometer, cuff,:

rid, stethoscope :

Compartmentalized-pneumatic

troysefs with inflation

equi ent

4...r.

ire Axe

Wrecking bar

Crowbar

Bolt cuct.

Power jack 4 1,,,,ALt tout

Shovel

Tin snit,

3/4' Lotter

Hard hat

Safety goggles

IS' Rated chair, 410.

hook running Look

4444.4x

Udtt

Drdte

.

,I

...
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OPERATION OF THE AMBULANCE.'

Drivinito theoPatient

w
fik

A, 'When an ambulance operator leceivt
.5 a :J.

he mutt obtain all relevant informatin.

The operator should drive to the scene with all due Speed cons
listent with safe arrival.

A

I A ,

\
Ail ambUlances sho uld come to a full,s'top at red lights, stop'.
signs, and railr4d crossings, regardless of the nature of the
emergency.'

.)

'Generally, the basic and emergency mode operation techniques
presented in Part I apply to ambulances. There is, however,
an additional consideration,

ve 'icle.dynamics, Ambulances
are than sedans'(heavier igher), Therefore, he to
vehicle dynamics:

. k. Be particularry aware.of and careful on) decreasing
'radius curves.

Following .diStace should be inc4ased.

(
At the Scene

,

A. !PailliCansiLiatiun,,

1: hbulance pv.,IlluhLJ [vi htnit COliVelielit dk.ebb
to victim or patleni

G. Affibuldti,.c should by po.,ltiVutd Lu W1li104c lv
any traff

11

+Whit about routine emer-

gen6ies?

1

yr

A

1
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CONTENT

ecial care should be exercised,when parking on hills.,

If more than one ambulance is at the -scene, they. should
be parked in

the,head-and-taillight position (ladder), if
possible.

Directing traffic. If,police have not arrived at the scene,
the operator,may, need to direct traffic or assign someone at
the scene to do so.

Ambulance should not leave the scene until:

1. Patient is secured.

2. All doors are closed and locked.

S. COW gives an audible "okay" (indicating all are present
and prepared).

Dr,ivini With a Patient Aboard

A. ,A high-speed transport; with its associated sudden starts and
stops, can;

4

1. Frighten the patient.

Put a stabilized Datient into shock.
/---

3. Disrupt ongoing medica' treatment.

Aggravate certain medical conditions sufficiently to CdUc
DEATH' OR PERMANENT DISABILITY TO THE PATIENT.

I

(

)..
If

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

II-A-7

Aamml

+What ale SOU coh'

ditiuns that demand'eAtra

smooth, controlled driving,

Aft
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11-A-B

In almost cases, the transport should be conducted:

At qtkis below the leg

;41,t

With headlights on.,

3 With emergency lights on.

4, With siren OFF.

5. Obeying all stop signals and red lights.

/6. Coming to a FULL STOP at all railroad crossings.

C. There are certain medical conditions that may require "emer-
gency mode" transport.

U. These conditions IuLluJe;
4

1. UhLwitivIICd hommulhase

2. Uncontrolled cardi.uvascuiai te?piratury impaliment.

3: Complicated impending childblith

31;0

4

" END OF HALL
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S

A TRAGIC CASE OF TOO. MUCH SPEED*

,

About 4 em Indian Rocks Beach Fire Department emergency medical techniciani were sent to th ask Utnage residence to

treat a possible heart attach. Two firefighters, David Crane and Lt. James Terry, were the iii,respondents to the call.

Michael Signorelli, an off -duty firefighter, also responlad'becauSe he' lived two blocks m the Utnage residence.
, a ,

The two men started cardio pulmonary resuscitation on Utnage and prepaied him for transport to a nearby hospltal. The

ambulance arrived al Signorelli yolunteered to go to the hospital with the ambulance crew.

0 .

Leaving for the,hospitalflit a high rate of speed, the ambulance was followed by Utnage's wife and'son-in-law, Bob LaDisa.

To keep up with the ambulance, LaDisa had to maintain speeds in excess of 70 mph. *Traveling ai this speed, beisa fell behind,

About 4:30 am Drs. Robert and Janet Pettyjohn were awakened by the sound,of a crash in their front yard--the ambulance

had failed to take a curve (posted 35 mph limit) and had wrapped around the tree in front of the Pettyjoht residence. The

Pettyjohns ran out to'ihe macabre scene, just as Bob'LaDisa and Mrs. Utnage pulled up. Mrs,'Pettyjohn kept Mrs. Utnage from

the scene. She was later taken to University General Hospital and treated for shock.

Five people died: The ambulance driver, Charles Rozmer, 2, married and the father of two kliildieni ambulance attendant

Robert Lovett, 25, married and father of three children; Candy DeMarco, 20, an EMT trainee, married and mother bf one child

(investigators were not sure why she was with the ambulance); ,firefighter Michael Signorelli,.23; and Frank Utnage, 64, the

heart attack victim.

The 'pact of the litif1 Ambulance Service leaving Indian Ituck3 Road and sliding Into the tree, tote the 1111,10

0 apart. Th iberglass top was'torn off the 1973 Chevrolet van, the' driver's side and floor were buckled and the equipment

scattered down the road. Police estimated the speed of the ambulance at the time of Impact was 55 mph.

People were scattered all over Pettyjohn't yard. Dr, Pettyjohn, chief of emergency medicine at the hospital since 1'/

said the accident was the worst he had ever seen The d4tor said everyone except Mrs, DeMarco /waled to have been killed

on impact. The girl had a faint pulse, but by the time she fis removed from the vehicle she was del.

tirector of the Division of Envireomental.Cuntrol of the Pinellas COunty Health Department, George m,call, said aulD4

lancestshoulOot exceed posted speed limits. "There is never any reasun for an ambulance to drive faster than _peed Limit,

allow. There
(
is little to be gained and much to ¢e lost in that kind of performance and this is a perfect example.

'There is no excuse at 1!1 for that kind of driving. Whatever t¢e (medical) problem was, it wasn't. god enough reason
to bo driving like that. Inst ad of one alive at dip hospital, there are five dead."

There are no lArgo city ordinancei or Florida state statutes governing the speed t omorgoncy vohitos It 4ontd Le

difficult to nationalize emergency vehicle speed limits. Whajkis needed is an emergency vehicle driving cow,. t, inst,uc,

drivers in safe drivfng .nd handling of the vehicles in variduS situations. Thi should reduce the number of eAcx.oncy ye,

hides involved in accidents: k'

*Fine', ,

tib2
A,

a.



Review Exercises
ti

1. Below are several statements retiting to 'the operation of an ambulance. Circle theletter in front of those statements that),are correct. 7

a. Advance route plianning can save time in an emergency.

r.
b *ou should use a checklist to inspect the vehicle's medical

supplies and lite supportequipment once A.week.

Routine transports are'not.considered medical emergencies.
c.

mbDiances generally require rongel, stopping distances than ordinafy passengercars.

0. You should uot ledve Ole scene until a patient is stabilized.

List two leasus why it is not advisable
to drive in the emergency mode witty ,aboard.

ro



3/1 Name
q

two coaitions.ilig indicate especially smooth, low-speed transport is desilible.

4

1

Nato twp LuilkiltloiEthat indicate emergency mode transport is required.

I

F
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OPERATION LAW ENFoliEMENT VEHICLES tari II-P-1 1N'

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives

Module 1

By the end'of this module:

1. You will be able to list three its of identifying data that should be transmitted to
the dispatcher whenever a suspect, of violator is spotted,

2. You will be able to writi,a brief description of the effects of ".tunnel vision" and
"adrenalin kick,"

, 4

3. Given a listing of several types of'offendersr you will be able to identify phith fall
into the hazardous violator group, l"

4. You will be able to state two reasons why a pursuit might be abandoned,

Module 2

By the end of this module:.

1. Given, a list of several statements about pursuit you will be able to select
those which are correct,

t

0

Given a ditaiiing,iilustrating several police vehicles and a violator's icle, you will.,
be able to select the police vehicle that is in the correct positron for making a rou-
tine traffic Stop,

You bilable to state whetherlor not emergency escort of another vehicle is'permitted
.

, in the department in which you will be Irking. If escort is permitted,. you will 'tate
under what circumstances it is'perMitted..

Given a description of two situations,. you will'be able to indicate whether or. not it
kuld. he ,appropriate to p:rov.iae escort, and explain whyz
4

,

371
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TITLE OPERATION OF LAW ENFORGEMOT VEHICLES

CONTENT 11IPTES

INTRODUCTION * g *,13E1141) MODJITE 1 * * *

A. Most lair enforcement officers spend approximately two-thirds

of their on-duty time behind. the wheel of -a vehicle. It is

therefore, critical that 'they have enough knowledge about the
,Nehicle, and practice behind the wh1eel of asvehicle, to be
able to make quick, accurate,decisions when the need arises.

Thy public depends on law enforcement officers to set Inek-
,ample. It is important ,thp law enforceMent officer's, .elpe-

cially,in times:.of stress,,Naintain control of themselves,

their vehicles, and the sitpAion.' ,4

v.-

4

In this unit, material will be presented on topics thatiait
of special importance to lhw enforcement officers; 'The topics
include:,

cll. Communications.

373,

2.
F

Pursuit driving.

3. Making a traffic stop.

.

r

4, .Emergenp,escort of another vehicle)

,

C

O

1.

0

44 .

A

"
" I

...II

I, 0/704.
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II-P-3

COMMUNICATIONS
4

To a large. extent, the safety of the general public, as well as
the safety of the law enforcement offic'er, rests upon effective
communications.' Every offiCer should know the communications
principles listed below and follow them without fail--they couldsave a life.,

A.' Communications should 4 as brief as possible, without sacri-ficing accuracy. /!
.

,

Wheneve a suspect or violator is spotted, identifying Ma
should b t nsmitted to the dispatcher or Crunications cen-1 ter at one

"46

Whenever anAgicer becomes engaged in a'high-spee'd chase (pur-
suit) he shouldjlotify the dispatcher of his position, and keep
the dispatcher abreast of his position as it changes.

444

%NO

r

+What is meant by identifying

data?

4

376
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PURSUIT DRIVING

Almost all pojice departmenti,have esfabliAed policies or gue
lines that deal with pursuit driving and the, apprehension of sin-
Pects or violators. 'Sometimes theseipolicies are not formally

t$t, find out what.the local or departmental policies are in

itten down. A law,enforcement offices who is new to his job

effect,

The Risks of Pursuit Driving ,

Pursuit driving, at best, is a risky busine5s. Law enforcement
officers sho4ld be aware of the *tors that increase the risk.,

. A. Speed represents the single greatest contributor to risk auf-
ing pursuit driving, The greater the speed:

1. ihe less dtime'the driver has to identify hazards and take

appropriate action, .

2. The' longer th'e' stopping eistance.

'3, The greaxerthe chance of skid

turn.

or rolling over on a

4. The.greater the danger, in the event of a vehicle malfunc-

tion.

Tie greaterflie probability of personal injury and pro-

perty damageiA a,collision.

.6. The greater the force of imp:a' in a collision.
.

The Violator,. attempting to flee from a police Officer, regard-

less of the violation or suspected violation,. is committing a

7

',27

1

a
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L4 r

cPime. People who are fleeing from police act in unpredict-
able. (and unsafe) ways:

1. A fleeing viotator often has no concern for his own safety.

2, He will perf9tm dangerous maneuvers if he thinks they'wiii

enhance,his chances of escape.,

Other 'Motorists often react unpredictably toqhe sound. of..

sirens or to confusion in neral,"

.'

Heavy Traffic and Congested roads increase the risk of mishap.

The more vehicles the officer must pass from the beginning to
the end of the pursuit, theogreater the chance that the pur-

suit will end in i collision.

Poo vionmental Conditions ireatly increase the chance of
"lush

'The PursuAng Officer's Condition can influence the amount of
risk liwolVed in a pursuit. Every officer' should recognize

that the ylowing conditions increase.the risk of mishap:

1. Fatigue.

,k,

2. Imijairetl vision (fqr,any reason).

3, Drug side-effects (prescription or nonprescription).

4. tal or emotional condition.034npuket,aboutpersolial

problems or "shaken due to a'recent:eitergency can impair
judgment, I 1

,

4 . ,

5. Undesirable physical effects can be .broulkt about by the

act of pursuit. Some driclude
e

'379

:UNIT

4'

NOTES ,

1

+What kinds of dangerous maneu-

vers might a fleeing violator'

try?

+What are some poor environ-

mental conditions?

+What are some frequent drug

side effects?

110

4
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a. Tunnel vision As speed is increased, the visual
field narrows. Consequedly, high speed limits peri-
pheral vision,

b. Adrenalin kick. The excitement,and danger of high
speed driving often causes an excessive amount of ad-
renalin to flow into the blood. This excess grenalin
can have two effects:.

I) An expansion) of the time-speed sense. .Events are
slowed down, in the driver's mind,

2) An eme/sense of tonfidgnce; The adrenalin's
efi 'ten causes an officer to become over-
co t in his driving ability or his vehicle's
mane Verability. Officers should be alert for
this kind of feeling.

Types of)Pursuit

A. Hazardous Violator.

1. Pursuit of such violators .introduces a high degree of risk,

2. This type of violator will have little (if any) concern
for the safety of others.

a

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

+What is "peripheral visions"

I I 4-6

3. Pursuit of this type of violator requires skill pod judg-
ment, discretion, and persistence.

B. Nonhazardous` Violator.

1. ;The actions of this type of violator'are often made more
hazardous by the act of pursuit.

,

'..millmMalmalaailmmolaman=wamNrasme

+Which offenders are included
in group?

+Whith offenders are included

in this group?

1011

POL,
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OPERATION OF LAW ENFORCE EHItLES

Pursuit of violators who have not committed a hazardous
violation does _not merit excessive spied inchase, and
the associated risk 4 the pursuing officer and the motor-
ing public.

Using Lights and Siren in Pursuit

The use of emergency signaling equipinentwhet.traveling over the
speed limit is MANDATORY. Additionally;tthi .use of signaling

equipment provides the officer with.some degree of protection from
a legal viewpoint, should he,beOmeinvolved in a collision.
Using signaling equipment, hpweVer, does.NOT relievi an officer
from the duty to exercise .dde regirS for the safety df all persops.'

AT To be maximally effective; the siren shqiild be turned off for
very brief periods to vary the pitch.

B. The warning effect of the siren will decrease, rapidly as ve-
hicle speed increases,

C. At'night,,high beams should be used every moment legally pos.:

When ,Should Pursuit Be Abandoned?

It is impossible to present exact guidelines indicating
to abandon pursuit. To a large extent, the decision-of whether
or not to begin or abandon pursuit must be based on each indi-
vidual case. "To some police officers abandoning pursuit.is
unthinkable and often mistakenly thought to be cowardly., But
the well-trained, well-disciplined police officer is aware that
the, decision to abar;don pursuit is, under certain circum,
stances, the,most intelligent course of actign."

,
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NOTES
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' ; 1

`\on't ignore. tbp Oes Th0 ,following are gdod reasons to ab-
andon pursuit;',

. ,7
, .

,
1. If an officer 'begins to suspect that he is nervous, shaky,

or friigliteed:

,
, h

,,
2, If an,officer begins 6 suspect the vehicle has a mAlfulIF-

10on.,, ,,

,

.
.

3, When traffic conditions are such that the risk 'to 'the pub
lic-is great (violation of due regard),

', .
,

;1t ,an officer believes the actio'ns of the violator are
bOing made more hazardous by the act of pursuit.,

:

A

7.

o 4

0.

te

ti

44,

4mmor=4

ee,

4

* * END OF MODULE 1 * * POI,.
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R DRIVING TECHNIQUES
l

, .

Learn the territory,

Keep the dispatcher informed of position and progress.

C. Keep well away from pavement edges,

4

4i

D. Don't brake heavily and attempt to change the direction of
the vehicle at the same time.'

'i!, DO, not, follow the violator too closely; up only when
ready to apprehend.' t

* *,* BEGIN MODULE 2 * * *

What kinds of things, sp ci

cally, should you look for?

If he pursuing officer must go through red lights and stop
sign ls, he MUST slow enough to ensure that no motorist or

pedestrian will be, endangered,

G. The pursuing officer Nbuld.not travel at high speed in oppos-
ing lanes of traffic.

Don't join a pursuit that already has two or more pursuing

vehicles, unless specifically ordered to do so by.a superior.

H.

Never attempt to Tit or "nudge" the violator'i vehicle'ith

the emergency vehicle,

J. Avoid pulling directly beside or in front of the violator's
,

vehicle.
4

,

Select

387

a safe stopping place.

+What would happen?

+Why should you avoid following

closely?

ti

+What is a "safe" stopping

place?

r
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MAKING A TRAFFIC STOP

The procedures presented in this module are those for making a,

routine traffic s,top. Procedures for stopping hazardous violators
should be made according to departmental policy.

a

A. Avoid stopping Rtorists on high speed highays, unless both
vehicles can be( entirely removed from the roadway.

Position the EV to the. rear of the violatOr's vehicle,. in the
'Same lane of traffic,

)

Shorten the gap between the EVd the violator and signal the
motorist to stop. -

Choose the location for the stop: Be sure contact with the
violator is made far enough in advance for him to reach it.

Once, ascertaining that the motorist is aware and intends to
stop, signal for ri)ht turn, and assist violator in moving'

,overlane by lane.'

,Pull completely off the road; park approximat4ly six feet to
.$ the rear and three feet to the left vf the violator's vehicle.

4V I

+How can you signal the vio-

lator to stop?

1
V.

lo

I

P1OL,

390
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if the 'EV Overshoots th'e Violator's Vehicle

Occasionally, due'to traffic condititns or faulty maneuvering, the
EV operator will be forced to pull in front of,a violator. If
this occurs, the officer should:"

A. Signal,the motorist to Tull his vehicle up, in front of the EV,,,
if at all possible.

.

If there is not suffi6ent.room for the violator to pull 4n
front of the EV, the officer should motion the violafr to ,

meet him at the rear of the EV, proiided that neither the of-
ficer or the viilator will compromise their safety by doing sir.

S.

What are .the daniers heie?

392 POL



Ell OPitATION'OF LACENFORCEMENT VEHICLES

ra EN II mi
ENE Y 'ORT OF ANOTHER VEHICLE

A. ,Emprgenty escort represents 'a dangerous situation. Some of
the seasons are:.

1, The EV Operator does not know-the other vehiclehandling'
characteristics, or what the other driver's capabilities

.are;

t

2. ge4eral, when' raveling through intersections,,the

motoring-public assumes the EV is alOnc

B. `An: EV operator should not escort another Vehicle unless it is
a life-threatening emergency, or unless specifically instructed

to do' so by a, superior,

There are several good alternatives to providing escort.

How' t0,

'If, baiid on te guidelines listed above, the EV operator deter-
mines the best course. of is to provide escort, these pro-
ttdures should followed:

A. Establish a procedu're with the other, 4river..

.The EV should lead the other vehicle'.-

C, Use emergency signaling equipient,as required b state or
local law.

NEVER travel the wrong way .down a one-way street or in oppos-
Ang lanes of traffic with another yehicle following. ,.

1.

II-P12

NOTES

+What can y6u do to avoid

inteTsection ac idents?

+What are some good alter-

natives to providing escort?

SI

+What points should be estab-

lished?

Vhy should. the EV lead?
,

393 30i
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CONTENT,

Avoid traveling at speeds'in excess of the

Radio ahead to the destination to they wil,1 be prepared for

arrival,

395
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OPERATION OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT VEHICLES

p.

Review Exercises

1. There are several items 6f identifying data that should be transmitted to the dispatcherwhenever a suspect or violator is spotted, liSt three of those items, elow.

4

2. Write a brief, description, of the, following; conditions:

Tunnel vision:

Adrenal in kick:

3. °Several
of,the'offenders in the, list below are considered hizardo

s violators; circle theletter in front of those that would be considered hazardous viola ors,

a. A driver, who has gone through'a
stop sign, without coming toga full stop.

b. 4 driver going 60 mph in a 45 mph zone.'

P"

L

c
POL
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OPERATION, LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLES II-P-15

,

1

.c. A driver who is f operating the vehicle in a reckless manner,
A i

, d. "A driver whose vehicle 114,s a.biirned-out

e. A ?iolator who his juste pelted out df a parking space,beside a fire hydrant.

4
$ ,

k

'there.are many reasons -why a pursuit Tight be abandoned; List two of thm below,

Below are.several statements about pursuit driving. Circle the -letter in front of those.

statements that'are coTrect.

a. If traffic is light,r,you not' need t use the siren during pursuit.

b. 'Mien pursuing a violator, :you whould follow him closely to avoid having him escape.

c.1 About 50 percent of aLl'pursuits end in a collision.

d.' The single greatest risk in purl 4 driving is the unpredictable behavior of4other

Motorists.

e. A pursuing officer should not Pavel in opposing lanes of traffic at high spebkl.
o

f. A law enforcement officer who is pursuing a dangerous, known felon should always

pursue until; the violator is apprehended.

You should not join a pirsuit that already has two or more pursuing vehiLles.
4"

I e

g.



OPERATION OF 'LAW, Rd.1... VEHICLESTITLE

The lettered vehiclps below represent possible parking positions for making a trafficstop. Circle the letter thatbrepresents the vehicle that is parked in the correct(safest) positions

r

If emergency escort of another vehicle is permitted in your *ailment, write 'ofdescription of the conditions under which it is permitted. If escort is notiperm tted,write nothing. c

2

4

I OW.... n

......

r



OPERATION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLES

,4

e situations lksted'below, indicate'
whether or not it would be appropria

r
8. F r each of th,

t provide escort, and exiilain your answer.

a., You have just pulled over a hr that has run through a red light, The driver,
a woman, explains that she must get 'eb the hospital

quickly because her young
son,' who is in the back seat; has apparently, broken his wrist.

b. You have just stopped to check a. vehicle. that Was pulled off the exp, essway. Thedriver,, an elderly man, explains his wife seems to have had a heart attack, she isunconscious.

403 404
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Ttainees' Knowledge Objectives

Module 1

By the end of this module,

1. You will be able to demonstrate, on a, large fire apparatus, the daily
inspection pro-

-c-edure.

o

2. You.will be able to identify on a large fire apparatus, certain
inspection items that

do'not meet manufacturers
recommended specifications.

Module 2

By the end of this module,

1. You wine able to state two iuidelines which should' be followed when more than one ve-
hicle is dispatched from the same station.

YouAill,be,able to name the two basic categories of engines found on large fire apparatus,

3. You wild' be able to name the two types of transmissions found on large fire apparatus.

(ouwillrbe able to state-theirimaTy dgferente'between synthrdmesh and nonsynchromesh
transmissions, /

5.. You''will be able to state the normaropetting
pressure for air brakes,

6.4 ykriiii be able'to state the normal hydrovac gauge ,reading.

7, ,You will be able to state the two basic rules which
relate to, safe speeds for fire

apparatus.

EIRE
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Trainees' Knofledge Objectives (Continued),

Module 3

By the end, of 'this module,

1, Given several statements relating, to baking techniques, you will' be able o identify
those that are correct.

2. Given a listing,of several different types of emergency vehicles, you will be able to
rank them accordihOo the piioritles at a working fire.

You will be able to list threi techniqies that can minimize the possibility of inter-
section collisions. ,

FIRE
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OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS

MINT

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

* * A BEGIN MODULE,1 *'* *
INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

Regular inspection of fire apparatus is necessary because the
vehicles tend to be complex. Also, firtapparatus carry mission-
related equipment which is constantlyise,d, and supplies which are
continually depleted. In many communities, fire apparatus opera- '

tors are expected to participate in both daily and periodic main-
tenanc4e, A recommended daily routine includes the following: .

A. Underhood. Check: :
,\

1. Engine oil - within manufacturer's
recommendations.

'2. Coolant level - within man facturer's recommendations,

External, Check;

1. Water tank level, dry chemical, light water,' rapid water,
wet water levels.

B.

2. Allglass,

3, ,Compartmentt:

a, Items ,inside properly secured.

b. Doors securely latched.

4, ;Hose load
properly 'secured and aerial, snorkel, telescopic

boom pitched in bed,

S, ETires and wheels:

a, Tires up (thump test)..

b, 1Tires undamaged.

II-F-3

procedures:

r

Local procedures:

to

I

ti
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c. Wheel lugs show no sighs Of slippage,

-6. All externally mounted equipment secured.

7. Primer tank level; 1

)1

8, All 'Sump control and aerial control 'in proper Osition,

Checi for:

1, Excess 4I,dwater, and hydraulic fl* leaks.

44

2. Apparatus attitude (not leaning excessively, etc,),

3. No obvious loose or dangling

In cab 'with motor off. Check that:

1. Engine shutdown systems operate properly.

2. Master switches operate properly,

3, Seat.isadjusted to assighed drivers

Mirrors; are properly adjusted fbr assigned driver,

4;4

5. Proper clutch free play.

In cab with motor running, Check that:

!1. Instruments show proper readings (per manufacturer).

414

2, All lights wonki.,

3. Wipers work,

4, Brake, warning system works,

Local procedures:

Local,procedures:

Local rocedures :

1

FIRE-
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latrompostiomftwormorm:orompro CONTENT.

S. Engine turns over'at'usuai
speed during start.

O, All switched in proper position.

,

7. Enginedevilops proper,vaqum or' air Assure fob brakes,

Periodici4aintenance
4.

Periodic maintenance can often be bet carried out by the systems
approach Many of the most impirtant Ohs to check are as ""f

A. Power train inspections, must incltide an undrcarriage i4spec-,iITITIeaks and ooseness., The power train should otca-
signally be dtsreased to assist checking for leaks' and crack,

1, Engine check moUntt,

brication system.

s(,,p

1) Change oil filters per m ufacture

IN
Check for oil contaminatio

Check 'for gasket leaks.

4) Analyze oil, if necessary,.,

,

Cooling system..ti
f f

I ,

1) Check level of coolant,

2) Check coolant for contamination.

1 I

3) Check radiator for external blockage (bugs, etc.).

0

46o'is'responsible,for per-

forming thesethecks?

FIRE
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CONTENT

4) Check operat on of shutters.

3) Check hoses of water pump,

6) . Check belts to manufacturer's recommended tight

ness.

c. Fuel system.

1) Check for leaks (line's, pump, etc.).

2), Check filters, (Frain water and change filters per

manufacturer's ,recommendations.

3) Accelerator and choke cables ftee.

.4) Iliesel shutdown and emergency shutdown working
pToperly.

Electrical system.

1) ,Check battery terminals for cleanliness and ,tight

ness

2) Check hold downs.

3) Check level' and speCific gravity of battery water,

4) Chrfrge as required,

5) ConnectiOns afid all wiring c can and tight.

.s

6) Belts tight per manufactVer's specifications,

e A

r---

FIRE
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e. Air system.

1) Air in e unrestricted,.
,

2) Service,ait cleaner and fil,ter per manufacturer's

specifigation7

f. Exhaust system. 41

1) All connections tight.

2) Na'obvious leaks or, holes.

Clutth and manual transmissio 4.

a. Proper free ply in the. pedal per manufacturer's

specifications.

b. Clutch operates smoothly, with no 'slippage.

c. Transmission oil clean and at the proper level per
manufacturer's specifications.

d. Transmission case shows no leaks.

e. Transmission not excessively,noisy.

f. Transmission shits smoothly and stays in gear..

g. eather clean if so equipped:

Automatic transmission..

a. Stays within manufacturer's specified operating

temperature range.

420
1' 1

'FIRE
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I

CONTENT

b. Develops proper pressure and hifts oothly.

c. Fluid checked' following manufacturer' ecomiended

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

procedure.

d. Fluid changed at proper intervals,

e, Breather clear if, so equipped.

4. DTiveshafti.

a. No diessive slop (gear lash). '

41.

b. -U-joints properly lubricated.

c. Hanger bearings properly lubricated.

d. No signs of twisting or bending.

S. Differential,

a, Proper fluid level (change per manufactuTer's
specification) .

b. No obvious leaks, especially at seals.

ic. ],cle bolts tight and to manufacturer's specifications.

d. Differential in proper alignment to,chassis.

6. Chassis and suspension.

a. Proper lutrication..

b. No cracks in ,frame,

No binds or apparent misalignment.

I

FIRE
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d. Axles properly secured to suspension.

e. Springs and suspension properly secured to frame.

A

f. .No cracked leaves in springs.

g. U-(bolts tight and'properly aligned,

h. Body and cab bolts tight with no signs of chafing.

i: Front-end alignment checked.

,\

j. Shocks properly attached.

7. Tires.and wheels.

a.' Tire inflation per manufacturer's recommendations,

4i

b. Cast spoke lugs checked for tightness and slippage or
excessive wobble.'

Budd -type wheels checked for lug tightness and_ cracks.

Tires inspected for cuts, tread depth, and sidewall
damage.

8. Steering.

a. 'Steering free play per manufacturer's limits.

b. Inspect linkages and tie rods fox acceptable amount
of play.

c. Power steering-,pr4er fluid level.

,

HRE
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9. Brakes (air and liydrovac).

,
a. Brakes properly adjusted per manufactur'ers specifica-

tions. (A rule of thumb for air brakes--take less
than 10 p.s.i. for full application.)

b. All air lines or hydraulic lines tight.(

c. Hydraulic fluid at correct level.

d. Vacuum connections tight,

e. Air system bled of water as required.

f. Air compressor develops proper pressure (governor

,operating properly).

g. Slack adjusters prokrly lubricated.

h. Maxi or spring brakes properly Adjusted.

Correct lining and sufficient lining.

j. Parking brake controls operating properly.

k. Air or vacuum gauge work* properly,

1. Low air,warning signal working.

m. Computer (121) brakes working. properly.

10J : Brakes (driveline).

a. 'Propervad)usted:

b. Sufficient lining:.

a

-
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V Linkage properly lUbricated,

Pump.

a. Check pump activation system.

1) Pump diseggages easily.

2) Pump engages smoothly.

3) Pump noisy when engaged.

4) Pump throttle working properly.

iN

b. Check pump transmis ion oil level and for contami-
, nation.

check priming system, for proper operation,

d. All valves operate smoothly.
,

12. Aerial ladder/aerialscope/articulating 'tom.

tyP.T.O.

1) Engfges/disengages easily:

2) Develops proper pressure.

b. Automatic throttle operates 'properly.

c, All U-joints properly lubricated,

d. Hydraulic fluid at proffer level.

e. All controls f'inctioning properly

1

FORE
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f. LoCks for bed of, aerial/boom working properly.

g. Stabilizers, and outriggers working .properly.

13. Miscellaneous equipment.

a. Rescue quad w4tth.P.J.0. works propeily.

lb. Generators remote start functioning
prOperly.

c. All poor) tools working properly'.

0

I

r
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SELECTING ROUTES

.;

The operator of fire appratus needs to be especially careful in
selecting routes because of the length and weight of the vehicle,

A. Characteristics of roadwiys
are very significant in the selec7

tionsof a route for barge ,fire apparaps..

1, Narrow alleys are more difficult to negotiate, They must
be sufficiently wide to permit the fire apparatus to pass
through without damaging

goperty along the sides. Nego-
tiating sharp curves of 90' turns may be impossible in
narrow all,eys. ,

Support )capability of the roadway is. critical. Some small
bridges and wet dirt roads cannot support fire apparatus.

3. Be alert for sufficient overhead clearance.

Access to building entries must be considered in the selection
of an approach route, Some fire departments perform periodic
access inspections:

.

1, In many. urban locatipns, block inspections axe regularly
Conducte Once a week, an inspection of some block in
1,4 station's district is scheduldt. 'By inspecting a
ifferent square block each week, the firemen can update

their information (and maps) on road's, buildinp, and hy-
drants in the district.

In many suburban and rurallocations, a number of build-
ings are selected for weekly inspections.

Moltiplevehicle responses aje common in the fire service,
and they affect the selection of coutes.

1, If several vehicles are dispatched tioivhe same station,
two guidlines apply;

1,1

1.1 I i
A ,t

C)

+What signs of information

should be gathered on
block inspections?

+what sorts of buildings

should

biens Peelcetitoeg for

FIRE
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a, The,first veh e our should completely cleir the; ,

drpleway,befo the second vehicle pulls out,

b. 'Two or more vehicles ttave4ng in the same direction
sho d maintain a liykundred-foot distance between.
veh es,

2., If sOeral'emerg ncy vehiclei. are approalhinglthe
scene of

an.emergency fr different ,directions, they CAN COLLIDE
AZ AN INTERSECTION.,

I

$44

4

II-F-14

+Is this a legal requirement

in this state?

*1 .

v
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OPERATING SYSTEMS

Arivers must 'be aware of the systems that move and control the
ire vehicle and how they operate. Understanding how the systems

work and their interactioRS is necessary for efficient operation,
routine reintenance, and ;roulashooting,

,Power Train .

A; The power train consists'of the engine, transmissions; drive-
,Shaft, and differential, The engine provides the motive
(turning) power and has subsystems which perform other func-
tions.

Many different engines are in use today, but ali fit in two
basic categories:

1, Gasoline:-air/fUe ix igited by a spark electrically

.
.

produced.

2.° Diesel.jir compressed 16 provide heat; fuel injecte4
auto i tion, Diesels are further distinguished by power
output:

a. ,, The regAar diesel has limited'operating range in com-
parison with gas engines; power climbs to 'a peak and

then drops,

. !

, .
.

b. The high- torque /constant torque diesel has a Wide

operating rage with power almost constanthroughout

the, range,

..

The transmission modifies the, power that the en6he produces,

to accomplish various tasks AO as higher speed; better pull-
ing power, etc.

;-4-

+What are, some of the power

train's subsystems?

FIREJ
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1. Thee are two types of
transmissions in common use by thefir 'service.,i

2. Manual transmissions can be disconnected,
from the engineby the clutch. The clutch is comprised of discs which arelined with a high-friction material.

3. Manual. transmissions are ,ther synchromesh or non-
synchromesh.

Synchromesh transmissions can be. shifted
without

doUble-cliitchingand nonsynchromesh transmissionsrequire doubieclUXching to make
engine.speq and gearspeed match,

a.' The
most"comtondmanual transmissions for fire s.ervice

use are four-
and'five.;speeds.

','

b. Automatics most PM to fie sexvice are two, our,five, and six speeds.
4

, .

The.diferen al tranieri
power b tweet the driveshaftiand

the rear axl sind then, in 611, to the rear wheels, .SPIlledeOrtments tilize a two-speed'
differential to make better.use available engine power.

,

..4,.

r,

+What is
"double-clutching"?

TWO different 'braking systems prevail in mod
and hydrovac, both systems Qperate on. the
forte by applyirig

a small amount of force over a
area..'

Ai Air brakes. Air pressure is deve ope0y
a compressor drivenby the' vehicle's

motor and stored in air tanks or reservoirs.For parkingoir
brake-equipped apparatus utilizes one or bothof two methods: 41

4
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A driviline brake (actdal disc or drum attached to driv

shaft activated by lever'and cables)
,

2. A spring-iCtiNated Vake atop th serrvicellake chamber

which automaticallyipplies brakeyihen air pressure drops

below preset preisure.

Pl

qdrovac braes utilize, a vacuum from.the engine. Since,

diesel engiftes do not produce a vacuut as the gas engine does,

hydrovacs are fount only on gasoline driven vehicles, Most

hydeovac-equipped vehicles utilize, driveline brakes or a lock-

type device which is applied, by movin0 lever and stepping
on the brake.

Mission-Related Systems

Mission-related systems include the fire pump (either po r take-

off P.T.0,1 or transmission driven) and the hydraulic sy em (also

P.T.01 which powers most aerial apparatus.

A. The operator must be familiay with the procedure for engaging

any and. all such' equipment,

k

The operator must be totally failliliar with the safe operation

of pumps and aerial equipment to efficiently utilize any fire

vehicle.
#

44:0
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+What is normal operating

pressure?,

.J

/4
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SPECIAL OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS

Vehicle Unamics

Vehicle dynamics ar an important consideration for the operators
of fire apparatus. A high center of gravity

exaggerates side-to-
side weight problems.

A. Winding roads, sharp curves, soft shoulders, crowned roads and'
impropOly banked roads can cause the fire apparatus to roll .
over as result of weight shift.

.

B. A half-full water tank can cause flsce apparatus to skid out of
control, as weight shift exceeds the ability of the tires to
hold theLrdad during

a cornering manelNer., Policy usually%-,
quires that the pUmper travel either Completely full or com-
pletely empty. Baffles can make this problem much

less serious,

Size and Weliht

A. The length of the apparatus makes it' harder to drive,

1. A larger gap in cross traffic is required for fire appara-
tus to cross an. intersection.

9.2

2. A large gap in traffic is required when fire apparatus is
entering an expressway from kramp,

. 1
A humker of lanes in both directions must be fed to ma-

,neuver fire apparatus through a U-turn,

4. Sufficient clearance is required forward and to the back
of the apparatus when parking at curbside;

Corners fist be taken wider to allow for apparatuslength.

NOTES

+What'are the local require-

ments re: .water toads for

pumper0

ipmNONM
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The weight of the.apparatus can cause unpected problems.

1. The44eight of the apparatus produces ,gteater momentum than
might be expected. Slowing and stopping must be begun well

(in advance of the stopping point. Forgetting this fact can
be especially hazardous at intersections. The only defense
against this hazard is:

a, Scan well ahead, of the vehicle,

b. Travel at speeds which allow control of the vehicle.

c. Begin to stop well in advance of the intended stop-
ping point.

2., The power-to-weight ratio of the apparatus generally makes
the apparatus hard to accelerate, from a stop and hard to

° accelerate to perform an accident avoidance maneuver.

3. The Night support capability of(the roadway must be

accounted for by Ihelre apps atus operator.

Rules About Speed

Because of the unique charaderistics of fire apparatus, two rules
dictate the speed,at which it is safe for fire apparatus to travel.

A. FIRE APPARATUS SHOULD NOT EXCEED POSTED SPEED LIMITS, While
this may seem extreme, it 'should be remembered that a heavy
fire apparatus can silt' go out of control. Its lights and
siren will help ear a loath through traffic.

4

i

+Ln what kinds of situations

can tke weightsupport capa-

bility of the roadway be f

critical?

4

9

,)
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B. FIRE/APPARATUS SHOULD NOT EXCEED CAUTIONARY SPEEDS, Cautionary1imits.are displayed as warnings on, 'expressway ramps and ,atsharp curves. It is often difficult to control a passengercat at any speed above that posted. Since fire apparatus arefar more difficult to control, they should never be driven
above cautionary speeds. Speed should be reduced to cautionarylimits by braking and gearing down.'

A

o

I

r.
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BASIC CONTROL TASKS

A. Sincelqp spend more time bthiid the wheel of your car than
behind the wheel of an engine or truck, you must constantly
remind .yourself of the performance differences.

4

You must also develop an awareness of the safety of the,Crew
on board.

1. Standard start but procedures should be establisied.if
none exist, i.e., standard signals from the tail and crew
which indicate stop, go, and okay to back up..

Z. Crew. should ride in the cab or in encloSed areas wherever
possible,

3. Turnout gear shOuld be on and seat belts use

4, Pay attention to station door activation system: ri the
door fully open?, Will timer 'cause it. to close o you on
tliway out?

Safe, smooth response's demand' coordination of steering, brake
ing,Ishifting, and.the percep \ion.of hazards,,tempered frith
good working knowledge of the vehicle's, dynamics'. $

Steering

A. You should be thoroughly lamiliar with the Jtceiin g "leer ut
ea YehiLe you are assigvd to drive. Nu two vehicles have
the ame "feel," you shoal get to know it to pievent problems
,before they occui.

To eliminate unnecessary Loki tui01116 !AMC!' cl6lAdd
steering whel the vehicle is stationary.

448
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If the vehicle
has'air-asistid steering, constant maneuveriAg

may,reduce air pressure to a point where spcing bniws
apply

4'

Be familiar with the "track" the vehicle makes and the amount
of room required for turns, etc.

If the vehicle has an extreme overhang, as, some do, you must
learn the clearances,

6

Use:the 10 o'clock a d 2 o'clock positions on the steering
eel for straight- lead driving.

, .

G. Donotyrap)your thumbs around the steering wheel, as the
spokes may catch and break a thumb as the wheel spins,

06 not allow your hands to cross o\the'wheel.
Do not "palm"

power steering,.

For off-road operations, keep a light touch oly the wheel. If
y9u,hit an obstacle,a,the wheel can 'whip-.

1.

To climb curbs, steps, etc., stop before.the curb (one or two
feet away) and let the vehicle inch tow Ord the curb without
power: Keep a light touch on, the wheel and apply power only
after the wheels

have',gehtly,touched the' curb, Do not "sera",
radial tires against fhe Curb.

Knowledge of vehicle dynamics shtuld be sed tor"set up" the
vehicle for turns. You, must, hoveve?, b ixtrelnaly familiar
with the vehicle's "feel" to apply these: principles.

1.

4.
I

450
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$raking, A

A. Normal air operatini'pressure
is 60-120 p.s.i. Normal hydro.

vac gauge reading is 20-25 inches mercury.

Feel is important here also; be aware of the differences,

1. Hydrovacs often require extra "pump" to stiffen them,

2.. Hard constant pressure on air brakes often causes, "nose-
dive" prior to a stop. You should ease off printo the
stop to smooth out the stop.

In normal use, you should not pump or fan\the air brakes.

'ConstanVpressure on bralies causes tremendous heat build-up
$nd brake fade. On steep grades use brakes intermittently to
allow cOollpg and utilize engine compression to help slow the
vehicle, ,

Locking up the brakes actually reduces stopping ,efficiency and
shortens tire life,

Learn the procedures to follow for the vehicles you drive in
the event of air or vacuum loss,

Use parking brakes as recommended by the manufacturer. Use
. secondary means ifiantlable (driveline brake, chocks, etc.).

Remember, with computerized brakes, if the computer fails, the
system returns to normal air operation and you must gain rn-
'trol. i

Many /trucks are equipped with "dry road/slippery road or
"front wheel limiting valves" for, the driver's use.

452

+Why shouldn't you pump or fan

air brakes?
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Shiftin

:1Pi. Shifting e4. ls proper gea s!election to accomplish the
driver's '6 tive for the po r the engine produces; i,e,,
speed up, s ow down, pull ahead,

The transmissiol is the
driver's tool; he must bes able to utliglize It propirly.

Manual.. shifting do's, A good driver

1. Knows shift patterns of every piece of gparatus he drives.

2.. Knows just Where the clutch beginS,to catch.

3! Shifts.before or fter turns so as to keep both hands on
the wheel during urns.

4. Takes his foot off the clutch immediately, after completing
shifts.

S. Places transmission in neutral and lets clutch out if ve-
hicle will be parked, idling for an eVtended period,

4,

6. Knows that heat and Shock 18ading,are major 'causes of pre'
'mature Zriveline failure.

.

7, Is capable of'determiningwhen clutch nee8 adjustment.

8. Can double- clutch properly on upshifts and downshifts.

9. Aojs the speed ranges of each gear.

10. .Knows how to "flare out" shifts to get load o trans-
mission to make shifting.easiar.

li. Chooses proper gear to get vehicle datetent
terrain.

45(1

+What are some indicators

an out-of-adjustment clutc
.

FIRE.
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,12, Is aware o special equipmentIon his vehicle, clutch
brake, retarder-. Ao

e,.

Manual shifting don'ts. A good driver doesn't:

1. Force transmission into vaiA
0

2: Hold vehicle otl hill witir,the clutch.

°Pop" clutch, especially on diesel.

4. "Ride: the *clutch.

Manual shifting hints..

1. It is not necessary td upshift just because the engine is
at goverhed speed. If you, are in a congested 'area, you
may :air better ,performance by not shifting; you'll

t have gOo engine braking as well as power to accelerate.

Remember, the transmission is a tool.

2, If the transmission )is hard to get out of gear on upshifts
try flaring out" ifts. Run the engine up to desired
speed and hold it there a few seconds before attempting' to

This les ens the shock on the driveline,components.

3.

(

Mny drivers experien4 difficulty with synchromesh trans-
issions because they don't move the shift lever from gear

gear fait eirough.

4. y;
t At i t_Oft lAa. (1St ima bylialuthcA dad nousylichro

le411 trtnsmissions reoire driers to doubli,ciutch all
vehiLles. This keeps drivers in pactice 'aad eliminates
Ihveet fur knowipg which vehicl s have which transmis-
siok,

. -A.. ....I.. rim.
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5. Know what the manufacturers recommend for.engine operating
range, and up the transmission to keep the engine within
it. lt

Automatic shifting do's. A good driver:

1. Learns what manufacturer's recommendations are dor auto-
matic upshifting andNwn4ifting.

'

2. Leips Oat egra features transilission may have and how
/.toile them properly.

3.I.Attempts to learn'how to manipulate the transmission with
accelerator to make at work smoothly.. LearnS'speed
es in each gear.

Automatic shiftingolon'ts. A good driver doesn't,:

1. Overheat transmission.
f

2. Try to force downshifts dt speeds above those recommended'
by the manufacturer.

)
Because of the site of the appaidtus,

)our visibili,,,t4is limited
when attempting to back the vehicle. AS result; BACKING SHOULD
.13E AVDIDEDohenever possible. If backing mat be perfoilied,-sevi,
erelIechniques will 4prove safes., of the operation:

,

A. Signal with horn and lights to warn ot61 eirgency personnel;
motorists, and pedestrians.

MOrlitOi tear died side- iew mirrors.
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C. Assiy crlw :Abets to "sist in backing.
r '

1

.

II-F-27

Parking

The procedures
and.techniqu6 for parking large fire appa atus

e.wercovered in the first part of, the course and in the Backing
section.of this' unit. In this part of the unit, special con-

.6iderat'ions for parking firapparatus will be addressed.
4

A. At the scene TA a working fire,
the parking positions cif fire

equipment must facilitate, and not interfere with, performance
of the mission.

.1. 6111p ression apparatus have the first pLiuLlty in choosing
afking position.

a. Aerial apparatus.muSt be parked at the appropriate
distance from access points to'the building; clear
(access:freeiof overhead opstructiolls is critical;
space must be available for

putting down the .outrig
gers or jacks; outriggeo need to be on pavement or
firm ground.

t. Popejs must out obstructeaerial ladder movements or
blotk access to ground ladders.

+What Can 'crew Members do to

assist the backing operation?

L. .Pumper apparatus must be parked at the proper distance
from'hydrant, standpipe, sprinkleI connection or water
sour* space must be available for laying hose.or set-
t ing 'up an auxiliary

canvas tank in rural operations,.

", 1 ,

2. S6pport vehicles.have second priority in choosing a park-'
ing position; , ,

.

A. Am lances must upwind 0t _li%; ha luv.,(

reasonably' near the victic

460
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Police cars are parked 6,allow otheieMergency ve-
hitiep,easy access the scene; they may also be

Arked,6 facilitaeg crowd control.

8. 'The vehicle must be protected at the scene of a fire:

'4

Ground sppport capability, for both the apparatus and its

outriggers, must be evaluated,

Chocks should be NO squarely, not,at:anllangle, in

. ,.

front. of the rear yiAt* Plocksshould be placed behind
the rear wheels'ifa.

4 faoini uphill,'I.
.

,
.

'

withYou remain with your vthi Amonitdring instruments and
gauges; ,you must be fre,paTN,to 'move the vehicle eki-

1 ciently if so ordered ty alvofficer'.
.

,
. ,, . ., 4 0 ,

. .1"

e.NegotiatingegersectionS.

I 7 t, 44 1
1

4
i 4 . 4

o ''' 4411 P4
,

Treventink. ection cfilisions iPa uecial cquerp for,fire
,)pp4ra.ttls li

ii

. the*eNARtire extremely along stopping distances.
. , T. ' ,

I I

.A. ae,bes p'rocedures.for'preventing intersection'collisions are
e. fol/Aing:

,.

,
,

,

, L. Travel with';windowdoWn to hear, other sirens.,
4

, 40, , 1
40

,

' 419w doWnto.10 mpill4pmp coaching. an intersection.,

of the
1' t

'
Aarf'the sound of the siren attract aitentionv' .

,

,,

J.
sirtn'off'for,brief,intervals to permit detection

,Othir emergency vehicles.

"u
s

S. AO left,- straight.- riih.t:-eft beforelproceeting
Vough an intersection,

4g2
4

VO

4,
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Some additiovallknowiedu c,o4 help avoid a collision,

'!

What other eits hatti hen dispatched?

Fiom,Which directiOn will, t4 other Units approach the
,scene? 4

3'..'Knowing their directioi of, approach, you 'should anticipate
pbtentiat points

ofxbnafctAintersections) and be espe-
ry

cially cautious when approaching them.

A

469

4

, 1

I I'

Y. s

+Do yob know the standard

procedures for straight,
split, and reverse lays

,

when dperating with other

companies?

* SEND OF N1061,E, *
FIRE
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POE II-F-30,

Review Exercises"

List two guidelines which should be followed whenever more n one vehicle is dispatched
'for a given fire station.

6

ti

1

4 1

What are the two basic types of engines in use on fire pparatu0

,

i
4r

5. What'are.the two types of.trans.missions in general use on large e,

apparatus0

?

pa

4,

11

4

r

... 40
.,,

,,, , #.

. '
4

' 4. What i4Vprimary,differenceletween synchromesh and nonsuchromesh transmiss4ons?Ft , . 1
.1f ,

I

tll..
'dot 4

,4
.

d

P...I

Is FIRE

I o
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OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS
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,

What i5 the normal operating pressure for air brakes?

6. What is, the normal hydrovac gauge reading?

List the two,basic rules which relate, too- speeds for fire apparatus,

Below are several stlemeDtOelating to braking techniques. Circle th letter in frolt

, ..
,

of those that are correct.

a. In normal' xise;,yqu should not pump or:len air brats.

\)
,b cking.ft;brakes will "re' stopping efficiency.

0 ,

cl ,If cOmputeidzed brakes fa* t':4paratus will have no 'raking capability. rr--"--\
. q %

1,
.Below is a listing of 'several diff0ent

types,. of emergency vehicles. Rank the accordingto patking ptiorities.at a workiia ire by placing a 1" beside the vehicle wili thOirstpriority, a "2" beside the vehicl with second priority etc tl

e

1)417,

Police vehicle

Ambulance

468
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101 List three techniques that can minimize the po'ssaility, of an intersection collision,

.14

4
t.

eM

,011.e'
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